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Introduction
With a single appeal to our
employees, we received a flood of articles
for this special edition of the
Courier—more than there's room to
print. Alaska Region employees and their
families are anxious to share their
knowledge of "The Great Land." In
describing their day-to-day work and life
styles, they reveal strong images of the
state and strong feelings about it. Not
surprising, in a state whose most
populous city—the remarkably cosmopolitan Anchorage—borders on a park as
large as Great Smokies, ringed by stunning mountains, inhabited by moose, and
in sight of a mountain 235 miles away.
Alaska is a frontier with all the accompanying challenges and opportunities—a
grand and exciting place to work for the
National Park Service. And a demanding
one.

For the most part, our employees
gallantly ignore the fact that they work in
a sometimes hostile social environment.
Only six years ago the Alaska lands act
imposed new parks, refuges and forests,
as well as their ensuing regulations on
areas that had previously been quite free
of government regulation (commonly
known here as government interference).
Of all the land managers, NPS had the
strictest conservation regime to impose,
and so received the strongest animosity.
The Service is making inroads with
local people. Respect and friendship are
being won by the quiet persistence of
able, positive employees.
We are managing what are undeniably
some of the greatest natural systems left
on earth. The stakes are high, and the
satisfaction of working in Alaska is commensurate with the challenges we face.
— Boyd Evison
Regional Director, ARO
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Thoughts on Juasha's
natural resource management and research
Al Lovaas
Chief, Natural Resources Division
Natural resource management in
Alaska is different. More than most national parks, those in Alaska have
superlative scenery and abundant wildlife.
But the scenery and wildlife are not only
observed and enjoyed; animals are often
shot for meat or trapped for skins, and
trees are chopped down for house logs
and fuel. By law, millions of acres of
park lands and all monument and preserve lands are open to subsistence uses
by eligible local residents. Preserves are
also open to sport hunting and trapping.
Natural resource management assumes
extra importance.
Resource management and research
activities are heavily influenced by consumptive uses. While managers contend
with the dichotomy of providing for enjoyment of the scenery, natural and
historic objects, and wildlife while leaving
them unimpaired, as required by the NPS
Organic Act, they must also provide hunting and trapping while maintaining
"natural" wildlife populations, as required
by the Alaska National Interest Lands
Conservation Act (ANILCA). Survey of
those populations is a priority activity.
Managers are also very concerned
with effects of visitation on the environment, other visitors, and local residents.
Vast acreages are necessary to support
wildlife and wildness, but the corridors
and sites most visited, such as rivers and
fly-in lakes, are comparatively small and
vulnerable to overuse. Although some
sociological and environmental studies are
underway, many more are needed.
Additional ecological baseline data
gathering and long-term environmental
monitoring are necessary, largely to
determine effects of man. Most management is protection oriented, regulating activities of people, rather than actually
manipulating natural resources. Rehabilitation of disturbed areas, such as old
mine sites, is ongoing, as is restoration of
natural fire wherever possible. Those are
some major concerns, but the individual
species, situations and problems involved
make the list endless. Research can be an
important factor in protection of natural
resources, while allowing maximum opportunities for visitor and consumptive
uses.
Conscientious managers with insufficient information, as is often the case in
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Alaska, must be conservative. An example is the endangered humpback whales
at Glacier Bay. When whale use in the
Bay dropped in the late 1970s, vessel use
was restricted, including cruise ship entries. Research suggests that whale prey
availability is extremely variable between
areas and years and is the principal key

to whale presence and movements,
although vessels are also important. This
has led to careful easing of the controversial restrictions, but continued monitoring
is essential. We hope for other success
stories in the future. As the prophet said,
"data will set you free." ALASKA

Camper fishing on the Kobuk River (John Kauffman)

Steller sea Hon rookery at Kenai fjords (M. Woodbridge Williams)
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Is lAiaska (Different?

Takahula Lake, Gates of the Arctic (Robert
Belous)
Ewe and lamb Dall sheep in Denali (M. Woodbridge Williams)

Robert C. Cunningham
Superintendent
Denali NP & Pr
It is difficult to develop enough
superlatives to do justice to Alaska. All
sense of proportion is shattered when
visitors learn that the "foothills" they
scarcely noticed on arrival are higher
than Grand Teton. Managing or working
in one of these great national parks is an
experience most of us envisioned when
we joined the Park Service. But a number
of things are different for managers here
than they are for their counterparts in the
Lower 48, or "Outside" in Alaskan terminology. Distance causes all park
employees to plan their schedules way in
advance; supplies are often limited or unavailable; weather and methods of transportation are unpredictable. Mack
Shaver, the superintendent of the Northwest Areas, is particularly aware of the
supply barge schedule, being careful to
note when the last one will arrive before
freeze-up.
In the continental United States, parks
are usually surrounded by cities and
smaller towns. They are islands of wilderness within the borders of civilization.
But in Alaska, wilderness is the norm:
towns are located somewhere off in the
far distance. There is also a real sense of
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the frontier, evident in the mining, hunting and fishing camps, as well as the prolific beards, and individualistic attitudes
of its people.
In one sense, Alaska's personnel are
also closer to one another than their
counterparts are in the Lower 48, even
though they are separated by greater
distances. Law enforcement emergencies,
search and rescue operations, or natural
disasters in one park customarily bring
personnel from other parks and the
regional office to render assistance.
Alaska's personnel work together and
often play together—they are close.
This quality carries over into the
politics as well. Alaskans develop a closer
relationship with their U.S. senators and
congressman than other citizens do. The
state's small population (530,000) may account for this. Also, state support for hitech teleconferencing allows even remote
villages easy access to their representatives. Consequently, issues about national
parks become much more visible and
politicized here than elsewhere. Particularly clear-cut are issues that pit environmentalists against developers.
Alaskans are very much concerned and
intensely involved in the management
issues confronting their parks. Many
agencies of the state government interact

with park managers, and one state
senator established a state advisory group
to watchdog federal areas managed by
the NPS, Bureau of Land Management,
Forest Service, and Fish and Wildlife
Service.
Nevertheless, the Alaskan National Interest Lands Conservation Act (ANILCA)
of December 2, 1980, complicated park
management more than any other legislation. Almost daily, park managers devise
policies and methods to implement the
congressional mandates for subsistence,
mining, trapping, sport hunting, and aircraft use. Many concepts brought about
by ANILCA have never before been dealt
with in national parks. Park managers
must be flexible and quick on their feet.
But some aspects of parks are no different in Alaska than they are elsewhere.
The mail arrives here the same as it does
in all the national parks; it's just a little
slower. We see and respond to the
mounds of paper just as the rest of our
brethren do Outside. Some things will
never change or be any different—even in
Alaska. ALASKA
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Airplanes can land throughout the system, on lakes and gravel bars as
well as on airstrips. Airplanes are also allowed in wilderness.

Within the 54.7-tnillion acres of Alaska's parks, preserves and
monuments, there arc about 2.5-million acres of inholdings. A case in
point, Keyes Point is inside the boundary of Lake Clark National
Preserve. It is owned by the local Native Corporation and is being
developed for recreational use.
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Sport hunting is allowed in the national preserves.
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'Different

In the new Alaskan parks visitors may carry weapons for personal protection.

Snowmachine and motorboat use is authorized, even in wilderness.

Local rural residents can continue their traditional subsistence activities in
the national preserves and in seven of the national parks. Hunting,
fishing, trapping, berry picking, and cutting firewood and house logs are
all permitted.
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Mining operations in the Alaskan parks were halted by an environmentalist lawsuit in 1985 and cannot reopen until plans of operation are in
full compliance with environmental laws. There are about 2,000 mining
claims in the Alaskan parks, and miners are guaranteed adequate and
feasible access to valid claims, even in wilderness. Most of the operations
active in recent years, like the one pictured here, are for placer gold.
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Mount Foraker, Hunter, & McKinley from Talkeetna

Bob Seibert
Mountaineering/South District Ranger
Denali NP & Pr
All of us, at one time or another, have
had to readjust our perspective in an attempt to understand a new situation or
experience. Nowhere in my life has the
term "keeping things in perspective" been
a greater challenge than since my arrival
in Alaska. Sure, I heard all the stories
about large management units, towering
peaks, abundant wildlife and untracked
wilderness . . . But, I am not sure that I
was fully prepared for what I encountered nearly three years ago when I
had my first crash course in perspective
adjustment, Alaskan style.
My wife, Susan, and I had just arrived
at my new duty station, the village of
Talkeetna, which was to serve as the
center of the newly established South
District of Denali National Park and
Preserve.
Talkeetna was chosen as the new
district headquarters because mountaineers traditionally select it as a jumping
off point for their Alaska Range expeditions. Talkeetna is located about 160
miles south of Denali National Park and
Preserve headquarters, and just 114 miles
north of Anchorage. The paved two-lane
Parks Highway is well maintained yearround. Talkeetna is almost urban by
comparison to other Alaskan NPS outposts. We knew Talkeetna was at the
confluence of three major rivers, but we
didn't expect the panoramic view from
town across the wide, meandering,
glacially fed Susitna River to the entire
Alaska range where Mt. Foraker, Mt.
Hunter, and Mt. McKinley dominate the
skyline. The foothills of the range overshadow the Tetons.
Talkeetna also is home base for five
air taxi services. Flying is the transportation of choice and necessity for this vast
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New Talkeetna ranger station

land. The South District is around 2Va
million acres of wilderness. There are no
roads, no trails, no visitor centers, in
fact, no public facilities at all, only a couple of trespass cabins, inactive mining
claims and a few private inholdings. The
scenery is among Alaska's finest. It contains the heart of the Alaska range, including hundreds of massive glaciers and
spectacular peaks, most of which will remain unnamed and rarely visited even
though many would dwarf most of the
mountains in the Lower 48. What took
some getting used to was the fact that
this district is not really large by Alaskan
standards, though it is a bit larger than
our grandmother park, Yellowstone.
I am the district's only full-time
employee, but I am fortunate to have
three very talented and accomplished
seasonal mountaineering rangers. Despite
the lack of development, the district
receives quite a bit of use. Mount
McKinley alone accounts for nearly
17, OCX) user nights each year . . . nearly
all from the mountaineers who come
from around the world to attempt the
various routes up North America's tallest
mountain.
I manage the district from Talkeetna,
about 25 air miles from the closest NPS
real estate. Gone are the days when I
could step out the back door and go for
an afternoon trail patrol, or for that matter, even a drive through the park. To
charter a flight to even get to the park
boundary costs $125. An aerial patrol of
just the exterior district boundary requires
five hours flight time at a cost of $1,000.
Patrols take on a new dimension and
sometimes tend to become logistical
nightmares. The shortest backcountry
patrols we have conducted during the
past several years have been four days,
the longest 36; the average seems to be
about nine. A typical patrol might include a flight via ski plane to one of the

glaciers; roped travel across or down a
glacier; cross country traveling; mountaineering along ridges in a usually unsuccessful attempt to avoid the world class
alder thickets; rendezvous with a tundra
tire-equipped Super Cub that make a
gravel bar landing to drop off a raft or
folding kayaks for a float back to
Talkeetna. Total distance traveled might
be 75 miles, not including aircraft travel.
This helps to illustrate the magnitude of
all things Alaskan!
The sole NPS facility in this district is
somewhat less than modest . . . a well
used surplus house trailer that serves as
home and office to three seasonal
rangers, a 24-hour contact station for
registering mountaineering expeditions,
restroom (there are no public restrooms
in Talkeetna), reference library, and
"hang-out" for many climbers between
trips and/or while waiting out the frequent periods of inclement weather. This
same trailer also has to function as packing, staging and organization area for our
own mountaineering patrols as well as
the command center during rescue operations.
Our only other facility is a weatherport tent used during the summer season
at the 14,200 foot level on the popular
West Buttress route on Mt. McKinley.
The camp serves as a base of operation
for each of three 21-30 day mountaineering patrols. Here climbers are educated
about the litter and sanitation regulations,
screened for altitude illness problems, and
provided with medical aid, if necessary.
But primarily the camp serves as a field
command post for the inevitable rescue
operations. These take on a new dimension on the higher peaks. Rescuers normally cannot throw gear in a helicopter
and fly from a 300 foot elevation in
Talkeetna to the upper reaches of the
mountains—unless they are fortunate
enough to be able to land directly at the
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accident site, immediately load the victim(s) and return to a lower altitude. To
spend any time at these altitudes without
prior acclimatization is to risk Acute
Mountain Sickness, which may result in
death. Having acclimatized personnel is
one of the primary reasons for the extended mountaineering patrols and the
medical/rescue camp at 14,200 feet. The
camp is also used by the University of
Alaska's High Latitude Research Group.
When the Research Group is funded,
their doctors and researchers conduct
studies at the camp to determine the effect of altitude upon the human body.
By far the most drastic adjustment to
my perspective occurred, however, on
my first expedition into the Alaska
Range. I had been in Alaska for two
weeks. It was late June and the mountaineering season was coming to an end.
Our plan was to fly into base camp at
7,000 feet on the Southeast Fork of the
Kahiltna Glacier. Jon Waterman and I
would make our way up to the 14,200
foot camp on skis, hopefully avoiding
crevasses, where I would join Roger
Robinson's patrol already on the mountain. We would have several days at
14,2001 before we would dismantle the
camp to be flown back to Talkeetna by
US Army Chinook helicopters. We would
then ski back to base camp and fly to
Talkeetna. The trip would take about
nine days and afford me a great introduction to the lower half of the West Buttress route.
About 20 minutes into our flight, we
approached the terminus of the Ruth
Glacier. Our pilot was giving us a scenic
tour enroute to base camp. The terminal
moraine was covered with a mantle of
tilting trees and shifting boulders.
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Chocolate colored water boiled from
beneath icy walls—the birth point of the
Ruth River. For the next 35 miles, the
Ruth Glacier wound up the spectacular
gorge it had carved among the adjacent
peaks. Huge crevasses interrupted the
smooth appearing lateral and medial
moraines. These crevasses radiated a blue
color that progressively darkened as their
depths increased, eventually blending into
and terminating in a black abyss. Our
Cessna 185 aircraft was completely
dwarfed by the surrounding sheer rock
walls which rose nearly 5,000 vertical feet
from the glacier. It was like flying
through the bottom of the Grand Canyon, except that above all, Mount
McKinley towered an additional 10,000
feet.
As we flew deeper into the Alaska
Range I began to experience an overwhelming awareness of my own insignificance and vulnerability. My camera
hung unused from its strap around my
neck. These emotions reached their peak
when we were dropped at the base camp
and our ski plane roared and bounced
down the icy rutted strip only to disappear among the towering peaks and
gathering clouds. We were alone. The
silence was, in its own way, deafening,
shattered only occasionally by a falling
rock or rumbling avalanche.
Since that first Alaskan expedition,
I've more that once wondered if the
mountains I found so spectacular and attractive in the North Cascades and Rocky
Mountains will ever hold the same
fascination for me again. My conclusion
is a resounding "yes!" . . . after all, it's
just a matter of adjusting your perspective. ALASKA

Mount McKinley
• From its base at 2,000' to its summit at 20,320' is an elevation gain
of 18,320', the greatest vertical
relief of any mountain in the world.
• It is North America's tallest mountain.
• The north facing Wickersham Wall
is the tallest single mountain face in
the world and rises from 5,500' to
the north summit at 19,470', for a
total elevation gain of 13,970'.
• From its southern and most popular
approach, climbers generally fly 65
miles via ski plane from the village
of Talkeetna (elev. 300') to base
camp at 7,000' on the Southeast
Fork of the Kahiltna Glacier. Their
climb then begins. They must ascend 13,320 vertical feet in 17 miles
to the south summit. By comparison, Mount Everest's base camp
to summit vertical gain is 2,000'
less.
• Mount McKinley has earned the
reputation of being the coldest
mountain in the world. All of the
world's mountains taller than
20,000' lie between 43 degrees north
and 32 degrees south latitude, except Mount McKinley which lies at
the subarctic latitude of 63 degrees
north.
• Most expeditions plan to spend 21
days attempting to climb even the
easiest of routes. Multiple carries of
equipment and supplies generally require that climbers ascend nearly
24,000' vertically during the course
of their expedition.
• Between 25-40% of the mountaineers are from foreign countries,
making Mount McKinley a truly international mountain.
• Between 1973 and 1982, one out of
every 200 climbers died during their
climb. In various years, as many as
11% of the climbers have contracted frostbite and another 18%
have experienced Acute Mountain
Sickness.
• Averaged over the years, there is
about a 50% success rate for summiting Mt. McKinley. In 1986, 755
mountaineers made the attempt.

Climbers on west buttress of Mount McKinley
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Preventing 'Bear Incidents
in IKgtmai 0\P & Br
Katherine Jope
Resource Management Specialist
Katmai NP & Pr
Katmai is an area of 6,500 square
miles in southwestern Alaska. It covers a
wide variety of terrain, including active
volcanoes that are part of the circumPacific "Ring of Fire" and streams that
are, at certain times of the year, choked
with salmon. Katmai also is the home of
the largest protected population of brown
bears, a cousin of the grizzly.
Brown bears emerge from winter dens
in April. The next month or so is a time
of critical food shortage for them. They
may be able to live off of roots or berries
still on the bushes. They may find the
carcass of an animal that died during the
winter. Generally, though, there is very
little food until June, when plants finally
sprout and moose have their calves.
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In mid-June, sockeye salmon also
enter the lake system of the Katmai. Halfway up the 50-mile-long Naknek Lake,
many of them turn off into Brooks River,
the first place significant numbers of
salmon become available to bears. But
the fish don't spawn until September, and
so are still healthy and difficult for all but
the most skillful bears to catch.
Brooks River, is also the focus of
overnight use for visitors in Katami.
There are about 5,000 overnight stays per
year, as well as about 5,000 day-users.
On a busy day in July, there may be 150
people in the area around the lower half
mile of the river, as well as 25 bears.
While some visitors come to enjoy the
Alaska setting, increasing numbers come
to watch or photograph bears, and others
to fish for salmon or rainbow trout.
Salmon fishing is most popular during
July, when the fish are silvery, strong and
very difficult for bears to catch.

Therein lies the challenge for park
staff. For a brown bear to survive the
winter, it has to gain several hundred
pounds during the few short months of
summer. It's essential that the bear find
the most easily obtainable food. People
who fish are right in the middle of the
best bear habitat, pulling bear food out
of the river. When a bear having difficulty catching a fish sees a person reeling
one in, there is potential for trouble.
How can we preserve a naturally
regulated bear population in Katmai
while still allowing people to enjoy the
park and its resources? Two premises
underlie bear management in Katmai.
The first is the belief that the development of conflicts indicates we have failed
to meet our objectives; human safety has
been jeopardized, and the natural condition of the bear population may be
compromised. Our objectives can be
fulfilled only by preventing conflicts.
The second premise is that the type of
bear behavior we encounter depends
upon the type of environment we create
for the bears. If unacceptable bear
behavior occurs, perhaps it is because
that sort of behavior allows a bear to do
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well in human-use areas. Therefore,
human behavior must be managed in
ways that will contribute to desirable
bear behavior.
In Katmai, the primary tool for
managing human behavior is interpretation. The mouth of Brooks River serves
essentially as an entrance station. It is the
most convenient place in the Brooks
River area for float planes to drop off arriving visitors. Each plane is met by a
ranger, who personally welcomes the
visitors to the park and spends 5 to 10
minutes discussing bear behavior, how a
person should act in bear habitat, fishing
regulations, and other important information. The points covered include the
following:
Secure food storage—Food and fish
must be handled and stored so as to be
secure from bears. Picnicking along
Brooks River is prohibited. Similarly,
when a person catches a fish, it may not
be left on the river bank, but must be
taken immediately to a building within
the Brooks Camp development where is
can be cleaned and temporarily stored.
Fishermen are advised to be alert while
they fish and to stop fishing when there is
a bear nearby. Campers are given a personal orientation tour of the campground, where an elevated food-storage
cache holds food not in use.
Give bears space—The river is an important food source for bears, particularly during July. For them, fishing is not a
sport; it's survival.
Brown bears are generally anti-social.
They don't like each other and, in fact,
one bear can pose a very real threat to
the safety of another. When a number of
bears come together at a place such as
Brooks River, they spend a considerable
amount of effort evaluating other bears
and the threat they pose. Moreover, a
bear can have access to the river only if it
can tolerate the presence of people or
learn how to successfully avoid them.
The objective of management is to
avoid creating a situation in which only
the boldest, most aggressive bears are
able to successfully use the river. Visitors
are therefore requested to maintain a
distance of at least 50 yards from any
bear. They are asked to move out of the
bear's way, not to force the bear to move
out of theirs.
Katmai's bear management program
has shown considerable success. The last
incident of injury occurred in 1966. There
is still room for improvement, however.
On the average, one bear is killed
each year by backcountry users, either
"in defense of life and property" or in a
poaching incident. The NPS has been
forced to kill only one bear in the past
five years. ALASKA
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Resource challenges in Denali:
no free lunchfor bears
John Dalle-Molle
Resource Manager
Denali NP & Pr
The days of black and grizzly bears
snacking on backpackers' gorp and freeze
dried stroganoff are virtually over in
Denali. Backpackers now carry their food
in lightweight plastic bear-resistant containers.
In the 1970s Denali had the highest
rate of grizzly-backpacker interactions of
any park. Why? Before 1972, the park
was difficult to reach, but, that year, the
highway between Fairbanks and Anchorage opened through the park. With
the sudden increase in use, thousands of
people had access to bear country.
Because most hiking is over open tundra where trees to hang food away from
bears are hard to find, tents on the tundra came to signal the "golden arches" for
bears. Bears would approach while people were cooking, and understandably,
the campers would abandon their food.
Or bears would follow the scent trail to
where campers had cached their plastic
bags of food under a rock pile. Some
bears even walked right up to hikers,
who would usually drop their backpacks;
the bears then destroyed the packs and got
the food.
Other problems increased also. From
1972 to 1980 there were 7 injuries from
bears, while in the previous 55 years of
the park's history there were only 4. As a
result, bears were killed.
Then in the early 1980s a new program focused on the cause of the problems. Plastic food containers that hikers
could carry in the packs were tested. The
original models were tried by researchers
on contract to Yosemite, and both

Yosemite and Sequoia National Parks
continued their development. After a few
years of testing and further model improvement, Denali began issuing containers to all backpackers traveling in
high density bear areas. Visitor acceptance was high and bears' efforts to get
human foods were significantly thwarted.
Occasionally bears still get food in the
backcountry from backpackers. New
designs and enough containers for all
hikers will likely solve this problem.
A second phase of bear management
involves aversive conditioning or
behavior modification. This is used with
bears that have obtained food from
campers and still retain the habit. Instead
of moving or killing them, the NPS
educates them by associating an unpleasant experience with their attempts to obtain food from people. These bears are
radio collared and monitored. Every few
weeks, a simulated backpacker camp is
set up where the bear is likely to notice
it. If it approaches, it is "spanked" with a
soft plastic shotgun slug that gives it a
wallop but bounces off. While this does
not work with every bear, the park has
had enough success to use this approach
when other prevention methods fail. This
strategy is not a substitute, however for
proper food and garbage handling or for
visitor behavior education and management.
As a result, the last five years have
shown a 75% decline in bears obtaining
food from backpackers, a 62% drop in
backcountry incidents, and a 92% reduction in property damage costs. No backcountry hiker injuries have been caused
by bears, and no bears have had to be
killed. ALASKA
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'Whaks Art Visitors, Too
Gary W. Vequist
Resource Management Specialist
Giacier Bay NP & Pr
Most Americans envision Alaska as a
place of untrammeled wilderness. That
there could be endangered species in such
sparsely settled country seems unbelievable. But the effects of man's past and
present actions have jeopardized one of
the largest living animals, the humpback
whale.
Commercial whaling activity during
the first half of the century occurred from
coastal whaling stations in Alaska and
elsewhere. The number of humpback
whales in the immense living space of the
North Pacific was reduced from an
estimated 15,000 in 1905 to the present
level of approximately 1,200. Humpback
whales received special protection in 1966
when commercial harvest of the species
was prohibited. Four years later,
Secretary Hickel had the humpback
whale added to the U.S. endangered
species list. Further protection of this endangered species was provided by the
Marine Mammal Protection Act of 1972.
When the first steamship arrived in
Glacier Bay in 1883, humpback whales
were also a new visitor to the recently
deglaciated waters. But by 1899 earthquake activity caused an increase in
icebergs, creating hazards to navigation,
which suspended cruises in the region.
The cruise ships returned seventy years
later and, again, shared the bay with the
now rare whales. Park visitation, most of
which takes place aboard vessels of some
sort, soon reached 140,000 visitors a
year.
The National Park Service became a
leader in the effort to protect the humpback whales because of its federal
jurisdiction over 602,000 acres of marine
water in Glacier Bay National Park. Here
the emphasis is to provide a marine
habitat that ensures the continued visits
of these great whales.
In 1978, Chuck Jurasz was in his third
year of a NPS contracted census of
whales in Glacier Bay. During late July of
1978 and again in 1979, he reported an
unexpected decline in their numbers.
Various theories surfaced. One side held
that the increased amount of vessel traffic
stressed the whales, causing them to
leave. Another side contended that the
decline resulted from a natural reduction
in the availability of prey. The lack of
long-term data prohibited drawing firm
conclusions.
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In accordance with the Endangered
Species Act, a biological opinion was requested from the National Marine
Fisheries Service (NMFS) in 1979. It
stated that, if unlimited vessel use were
allowed in Glacier Bay, ". . . the
associated disturbance would likely
jeopardize the continued existence of
Southeast Alaska humpback whale
stocks."
In 1980, regulations limited the
number and classes of vessels that could
enter the bay during the summer months,
established vessel operating restrictions,
provided a mechanism for designating
special restricted areas and prohibited
commercial harvest of certain fish and
crustacean species, for the duration of
three years.
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A variety of research took place during this time, with a final report by Ken
Krieger and Dr. Bruce Wing of the National Marine Fisheries Service published
last June. The whale prey research found
Glacier Bay to have the largest variation
in prey species composition and seasonal
abundance for any of the areas studied in
Southeast Alaska. The distribution and
movement of humpback whales has been
correlated with changes in species, densities and distribution of prey. Recent
research has demonstrated that Glacier
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Bay is used primarily as an early summer
feeding ground, indicating that the late
July departure of whales in 1978 was not
as unusual as once suggested.
Based on recent research findings,
federal regulations were modified in 1985
to allow a 13% increase in the number of
vessel entries in Glacier Bay. Continued
monitoring of whale population and
behavior will ensure that vessel use levels
remain below the threshold of whale
tolerance. Each summer a marine
biologist returns to Glacier Bay to collect
hydroacoustical information on the location and existence of potential prey for
humpback whales as well as to determine
the size of the whale population. Determining the abundance of whales is
necessary to evaluate the need and effectiveness of whale protection regulations.
The management of humpback whales
and their habitats can be improved by
our fundamental understanding of the
natural history of this endangered species.
The long term monitoring of humpback
whales in Glacier Bay has provided an
important first step in this direction.
ALASKA
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Qhacier 'Bag home of the cruising interpreter

Michael J. Rivers
Seasonal Park Ranger Naturalist
Glacier Bay NP & Pr
"Island Princess, Island Princess,
Island Princess, this is National Park
Service KWM20 Bartlett Cove." The
marine radio responds instantly. "Bartlett
Cove, this is the Island Princess; our ETA
is 0600."
Where else can you start a day like
this, I wonder, as I stuff a whale waters
map in my float coat pocket and lift my
end of the trunk out of the van. We load
the trunk into our patrol boat, the Serac,
then push off from the dock, making sure
the bowline is clear of the running lights.
This time of year it is still dark at 6 a.m.,
and today it is foggy enough to need
radar.
"Serac, is that you on our starboard at
about one mile?" "Roger, Island Princess,
we can't see you yet—we ought to be
along side in about ten minutes."
When will this white floating city appear, and its occupants for whom we are
to interpret Glacier Bay? Eyes straining
through the fog for the first hints of
definition, we smell the unmistakable
aroma of bacon. Breakfast cooking for
1,000 where Vancouver was stopped by a
wall of ice 192 years ago. We climb up a
rope ladder while under way to join the
ship and begin following the retreat of
that icy wall for the next sixty miles.
The first stop onboard is the bridge.
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They have already seen the humpback
whales we could hear in the fog. We'll be
cruising at ten knots to minimize any
possible effect on this endangered species.
The early birds who watched us come
aboard are interested. At this time in the
morning a park folder is as welcome as a
newspaper. With coffee, binoculars and
folders they crowd around me on the
deck. "Where is the ice, Ranger?" these
interested tourists ask. They said we'd
enter Glacier Bay at 6 a.m. so we got up
early!"
"Two hundred years ago we'd be
under ice right here," I counter. "See
those spruce trees on that island? There
are bears in that forest that has grown
back in just two centuries! Those whales
are swimming in one of the newest bays
in the world! We are going to pick up
speed and be close enough to see and
hear calving icebergs soon."
The scenery really does begin to look
different. The fog has lifted, and Mt.
Fairweather is the focus of my first announcement over the public address
system. My partner is swamped at our
information desk. Handbooks, posters
and dollars change hands. Icebergs drift
by.
We are there. We are all on deck and
the glacier is doing the talking. One small
iceberg after another crashes into the
water. Everyone is hoping to see a huge
icefall.
We are .2 mile from Margerie Glacier.

Grand Pacific Glacier roars. Margerie
performs and the wave from the settling
berg stirs up excitement for all and food
for noisy kittiwakes and down-faced puffins. Seals on the icebergs in front of the
Grand Pacific promise thousands more
before the day is done. The captain
swings her away, and we are off to Johns
Hopkins and Muir Glaciers.
Bald eagles on icebergs, mountain
goats above John Muir's cabin—none of
them, none of us were here then. Tlingit
Indians paddled away when there was
just cold ice and lots of it.
Now tour boats, kayaks, Tlingits,
crabbers, mountaineers, scientists, and
rangers are back.
One ranger lowers the flag as we dock
the Serac.
"We saw it all!" the visitors rave.
They had, too, in Bartlett Cove—a pod
of orca had swum near the lodge an hour
ago. They had seen a bear swim across to
the island this afternoon. Seals swam
amongst clouds of capelin just below us.
'Where else can you have a day like
this?" I wonder, as I take off my hat and
get in the van. A last look back out over
the water reveals a silhouetted ship
dwarfed in a Fairweather sunset. I look at
that wake and hope that is the only impact. ALASKA
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Computers in the Wilderness
J. Douglas Cuillard
Chief of Interpretation and
Visitor Services
Denali NP & Pr
After a long journey from Anchorage,
Alaska, Marc Sagan, Manager—now
retired—of the Harpers Ferry Center
(HFC), disembarked for a fact-finding trip
to Denali National Park. First stop, according to his priorities, was a restroom.
When he arrived at Riley Creek Information Center, Frank Deckert (then Regional
Chief Interpreter) and I led Marc to the
end of a long line of visitors waiting for
the next available porta-potti. The longer
he waited, the more apparent his discomfort. Seizing the opportunity, we proceeded to ask Marc for a long list of
items for which we needed HFC help and
assistance. By the time his turn arrived,
he promised us everything. A lesson was
learned: help from Harpers Ferry is
directly proportional to internal pressure
generated by external forces beyond the
manager's control.
One consequence of this fortuitous
visit was the beginning of a new concept
in visitor information. Denali has
pioneered a unique experiment to design
and field test interactive computer
systems that educate and inform the
visitor. After some initial resistance born
from fear of the unknown, HFC and the
park staff collaborated in the development of two systems. A third is well
along in the planning stage. Hundreds of
hours were devoted to developing script
material, system design, and computer
programming. Among many people involved, Tom Kleiman at HFC and Jerry
Petsche in the Washington office were the
guiding geniuses.
A reason for Denali's role was the fact
that if such systems could work in a
remote site with difficult environmental
conditions, then they would probably
work anywhere in the U.S. In addition,
more than one-half million visitors have
severely over-taxed the park's capacity to
provide quality individualized information services. Computers were considered
to be a modern response to an old problem faced by many parks.
Of the two systems now operational,
the interactive personal computer has
been the most successful. The visitor is
presented with a "menu" and can select
up to 90 different screens of information.
Bright, full-color, picture graphics highlight easily changeable text information
on topics as wide-ranging as local accommodations, religious services and updated
weather information. The computer is ac-
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Press a button . . . and there's the menu!

cessible 24 hours a day, important when
the information center is closed and
visitors arrive at all hours. To determine
which screens visitors find most useful,
the computer tallies all interactions and
provides a daily and seasonal compilation. This helps the staff change screens
to be more responsive to visitor needs.
The second system uses a video (laser)
disk player to provide information. The
visitor has a choice of three buttons to
push for details regarding the campground, shuttle bus and backcountry
systems in Denali. The visitor is treated
to a short program that looks like a
television slide show with music and narration. If the visitor chooses, s/he can interrupt the program for another choice.
But video disk technology is a much
more powerful tool than meets the eye.
Each disk is capable of recording 54,000
images or up to 30 minutes of movie
footage. In other words, one video disk is
capable of recording every slide in
Denali's slide file, as well as every historic
photograph, and still have enough room
left over to do the same for the rest of
the Alaska parks and more.
Video units also have mini computers
built in, so, although the visitor has only
three program choices, the staff can program any number of combinations of
lengths and message content. For example, visitors view a different program
when the campgrounds have space versus

when they are full, whether the information center is open or closed. The intent
is to provide up-to-date answers for
visitor questions before they are subjected
to long waits in line.
The Level III system, our newest program, is in the planning stage. It combines a video disk and a computer, providing a truly interactive program. Imagine taking a hike into the wilds of
Denali backcountry; encountering a grizzly bear, facing an angry moose, or having to cross a frigid glacial river. How
would you handle these very real situations? The Level III systems will help
you find out. The computer presents real
life visual scenarios, then gives the visitor
several decision options. S/he must then
choose how to respond. A visitor actively
learns, with simulated experience, how to
use the backcountry safely and do the
least amount of harm to fragile environments. We hope any mistakes will
be made in the visitor center, not in the
field.
In the military and medical fields
similar computer-taught programs proved
significantly more effective than human
instructors. The potential benefits of
Level III systems in the NPS could be
enormous, in terms of visitor safety,
reduced resource impact, and more effective use of staff time.
(continued, next page)
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Is this new technology appropriate,
worth the time and considerable cost? To
a degree, the jury is still out. Visitors
want to talk to the "live" ranger, often
bypassing the computers; but after hours
their usefulness greatly increases. To
some extent, visitors are intimidated by
computers, although this is rapidly

changing as society becomes more
computer-literate. Hardware in our
graphics computer is amazingly hardy,
with little-to-no down time; whereas the
laser disk is highly vulnerable to the ever
present glacial till dust. And there is some
fear among seasonal staff that they may
be replaced by computers. They wonder
when the NPS will be ordering square
stetsons from R&R Uniforms.

Computers may seem to be misplaced
in parks where we strive to maintain a
hold on the essence of wildness in a
world where wildness is already at a
premium. Yet can we really afford not to
utilize the technology within our grasp as
we try to increase our effectiveness as information givers, and protectors of our
visitors as well as our resources? ALASKA

yes, Virginia, there are cultural resources
in Alaska
Ted Birkedal
Regional Archeologist, ARO
Few think of Alaska as a cultural
landscape, and even those who do, often
conjure up a mythical world of isolated
igloos scattered over a frozen wasteland.
In the igloos sit brave but desperate men
and women, taking only brief respite
from their daily tooth-and-claw confrontations with nature in its rawest form.
Man, in this vision, is a peripheral being
who survives by dint of sheer will and
technological tenacity in a life set at the
edge of the world.
Of course, there is a bit of truth to
this myth—but it is a small kernel at
best.
People have been an integral part of
the Alaskan environment for at least
14,000 years. Successive waves of
humans, beginning with the first Native
Americans and ending with the "Oil
Boomers" have been attracted to the rich
natural resources of Alaska. The ancient
Paleo-Indians came after the mammoth;
the Russians came in pursuit of fur; the
more recent Klondikers sought the state's
wealth in gold.
And contrary to popular opinion,
Alaska has not been overly hostile to
human habitation—somewhat cold, yes,
but not inhospitable. Its vast salmon
fisheries and many game animals have
supported a sizable and diverse Native
American population (Kodiak Island
alone was home to over 8,000 people).
Moreover, the famous stampeders of the
Gold Rush Era did'not restrict their activities to Skagway and its immediate environs. Indeed, the hardier of these men
and women left behind an enormous scatter of mines, machinery, and settlements
from the fjords of the southeast to the
tundra of the Arctic north slope. Other
historic groups—trappers, fishermen, loggers, soldiers, and businessmen—have
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Kennecott Copper Mill, a National Historic Landmark in Wrangell-St. Elias NP&Pr

also made significant contributions to the
physical record of Alaska's past.
This physical record, which is the
focus of Alaska's cultural landscape, is
sometimes subtle; but it is not insubstantial. When hardy visitors seek the wilderness experience during an exciting float
trip down the Noatak River in Gates of
the Arctic National Park and Preserve,
they unknowingly pass by hundreds of
archeological sites that have accumulated
over 6,000 years of Eskimo and Indian
prehistory.
The intent angler, wading in the fishrich waters of the Brooks River in Katmai
National Park and Preserve, rarely

realizes that he is surrounded by dozens
of ancient villages and the nearly onethousand house pits that mark the locations of the solid earth and timber dwellings of the former inhabitants.
In Lake Clark National Park and
Preserve, there is a narrow trail that
makes its way from the lake's edge,
through a luxuriant and seemingly
primeval forest, and up the sprucecovered slopes of Kijik Mountain. A
hiker along this trail, if he were persistent, would eventually reach a series of
beaver dams. Sitting to rest beside these
ponds and enjoying his solitude, he might
notice strange cookie-cutter shapes cut
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into the pond bottoms. He would probably be surprised to learn that these odd,
multi-lobed depressions represent the
recently inundated remains of a large
ancestral village of the Den'ina
Athabaskans. His eyebrows might raise
higher if he were told that the houses of
this village were not rude huts, but architecturally elaborate dwellings, complete with separate sleeping quarters and
attached, often spacious steam baths.
Wrangell-St. Elias National Park and
Preserve holds an even more startling surprise for those uninitiated to Alaska's
cultural resources. Nestled deep in a

remote glacial valley sits a towering complex of long-abandoned buildings. Bright
red in color and reaching 14 stories in
height in their climb up the valley side,
these imposing wooden structures represent the early twentieth century remains
of the Kennecott Copper Mill. At one
time, this architectural monument to
Alaska's mining industry was linked to
the distant Gulf of Alaska by a
$23,000,000 railroad and served as home
and workplace for hundreds of miners,
assayers, and engineers. Yet, Kennecott is
only one example out of the many sites
that commemorate Alaska's historic min-

ing era; and these, in turn, are but a
small part of the total body of prehistoric
and historical sites that transform Alaska
into a cultural landscape.
It is also important to emphasize that
the descendents of Alaska's past peoples
continue to use this landscape, both in
the parks and elsewhere, for traditional
subsistence pursuits. These people are
also an aspect of Alaska's cultural
resources. Thus, contrary to the disparaging opinion of one waggish natural scientist, not all of Alaska's cultural resources
are "dead and unnatural." ALASKA

Preserving \Tfie Largest Log CaBin
Community In 9{grth America
Robert R. Spude
Regional Historian, ARO
"Gold, Gold on the Chisana" announced the headlines of Alaskan newspapers during the last gold rush of the
Klondike era. A couple, Billy James and
his wife, Matilda Wales, prospecting out
of Dawson, Yukon Territory, crossed
into the high foothills of the Wrangell
Mountains, and in August 1912 found
gold on Bonanza Creek. The word got
out and a stampede to the Gold Hills
followed. Stampeders staked claims and
built a log community boasted to be the
"Largest Log Cabin Community in North
America." Five hundred log cabins, stores
and saloons, nestled in the Wrangell
Mountains on the banks of a tributary of
Chisana River, became the center for a
vast mining enterprise. The town was
called Shushana, but spelled Chisana.
By the time Wrangell-St. Elias National Park and Preserve was created,
Chisana had long passed its peak. It is a
small spot on a giant landscape—100
miles by air from the park headquarters,
accessible only by air or winter dogsled
team across forty miles of frozen tundra
from the end of the nearest road. The
few remaining cabins had been noted in
the park's Environmental Impact Statement, but little else was known when the
first rangers arrived.
Research began in 1982 to discover
Chisana's past and look into the possible
use of one of the abandoned cabins as a
ranger station. Seasonal historians and
historical architects were hired to gather
information. Old-timers were located and
interviewed. Neil Finnesand, a 103-yearold veteran of the Chisana stampede, was
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located at Chitina where he lived in a
small house, still chopping his own wood
for winter heat.
Neil remembers the rush well. The
rush brought "thousands of men into the
hills," where gold claims were staked and
worked in numbing water. Gold panning
was cold work, and you had to stop
every now and then to warm up. He
cleaned up $600 to $700 worth of gold in
the summer, enough to get through the
winter. Neil recalls the town, its highpriced goods ($1.00 for 5 lbs. of flour—
costly because it was hauled by dogsled
over the Chisana Glacier) and the common gold scales on counter tops. Merchants paid the miners $16/oz. for their
gold. Neil supplemented his diet with

caribou: "They were everywhere in hundreds. You could hunt anytime."
He also recalls many of the locals.
One, Tony Dimond, was a young miner
who had turned to law and became the
local judge and commissioner (Neil
chuckles, saying that any good miner
could become a lawyer, but you couldn't
make a good miner out of a lawyer).
Dimond left to enjoy a long political
career, finally becoming Alaska's sole
delegate to Congress.
Neil moved to the railroad town of
Chitina after Chisana's gold fields gave
out. The log cabin community was all
but abandoned. Neil's friends, the town's
discoverers, North Pole Nelson, Billy
(continued, next page)

Dog team on the main street of Chisana, 1913 (courtesy Alaska Historical Library)
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James and Matilda Wales, stayed. They
homesteaded the area of the townsite but
never filed the paperwork to patent the
land. By 1964, when the last of the oldtime residents had died, hunting guides
had opened fly-in lodges in Chisana.
Only 22 cabins were left: half were abandoned and derelict; the rest were part of
Ray McNutt's Wrangell R Ranch hunting
lodge.
The few residents left in Chisana in
1980 were not pleased when they found
themselves within a new national park.
The Wrangell-St. Elias park staff went to
work explaining park regulations, not an
easy task, and worked toward being
good neighbors. One effort involved finding and preserving information about the
area's history. During 1982-1983 seasonal
historians and historical architects went
into the park, collecting information and
talking to old-timers like Neil Finnesand.
The architects pieced together a
historic structure report; regional staff
pushed for funding in order to stabilize
the precious few buildings. Ray McNutt
agreed to have his building included in a
National Register of Historic Places
nomination. The Chisana Historic District
was listed November 29, 1985, thus ensuring funding for emergency stabilization
of the historic log commissioner's
residence, commissioner's court, and the
women's jail.
Work began this past summer (1986)
and, with luck, we'll be able to have the
buildings habitable within a year. Maybe
Neil Finnesand can come for a visit, seeing once again the "Largest Log Cabin
Community in North America."ALASKA

103-year-old Neil Finnesand in front of his
Chitina home
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If These Wdls CoudTdi...
Gary Candelaria
Chief Ranger
Sitka NHP
In 1842, life in Alaska was even more
challenging than it is now. Supply was
more irregular, transportation more
uncertain, and life in general much more
difficult. Some things never change,
however. There was still a need for dry,
warm shelter; also plenty of innovation
and imagination was needed to survive in
this outpost of Euro-American civilization. Consider, for example, the Russian
Bishop's House.
In 1840, Father Ivan Veniaminov was
consecrated Innocent, Bishop of Kamchatka and the Kurile and Aleutian
Islands. His diocese stretched thousands
of miles around the North Pacific Ocean
rim, from Fort Ross near San Francisco,
to Asian Siberia. The seat of this vast territory was New Archangel—Sitka—commercial, political, and ecclesiastical capital
of colonial Russian America.
When Innocent arrived in New Archangel, he found that the RussianAmerican Company had already begun
work on the new bishop's residence. Innocent was stunned by the building's size
and grandeur, referring to it as the "ecclesiastical palace." Yet, as fine and
elegant as the interior and facade of the
Russian Bishop's House may have been,
to many, the true beauty of the building
lay in its detailed, exquisite, and quality
construction. The Russian Bishop's House
was the culmination of 200 or more years of
Russian log-building technology. It was
crammed with every energy-saving device
known at the time. Constructed of native
Sitka spruce by Finnish shipwrights, the
House has stood for over 140 years in
testimony to the skill and knowledge of
its colonial craftsmen.
Still, at a time when modern building
materials such as sheetrock and caulking
mud were unknown, some techniques
might surprise builders today. A
marvelous example of frontier ingenuity
is the use of glued paper to seal seams
and cracks in walls. The Bishop's House
builders employed this method to prevent
drafts and dust from blowing between the
spruce logs that made up the walls, and
to keep dust from sifting between the
planks of the ceilings. But even paper had
to be imported to the colonies from
Mother Russia, either overland through
Siberia, or by sea, "around the Horn" or
the Cape of Good Hope.
Undaunted by tenuous supply lines,
the Finns working on the Bishop's House

turned to a readily available supply of
paper, the letters and journals of the Russian Orthodox Church, and the ledgers
and reports of the Russian American
Company. Letters, diaries, company store
records, incoming manifests, outgoing
bills of lading, reports, in short, any unneeded bit of correspondence, was used
on the walls of the Russian Bishop's
House; examples of all have been found.
The papers were brought to the building
site and cut into 1.5 to 2.5 inch-wide
strips. They were then glued into place
on the wall and ceiling. On ceiling
boards, the workmen ran a finger down
the middle of the wet, glued paper strip.
This made a groove in the paper that
allowed for expansion and contraction of
the ceiling planks due to humidity
changes.
The surface finish was then laid over
these glued strips. Finishes included paint
applied directly to the wood. More common was the use of linen canvas or sailcloth, tacked to the walls, and then
painted or wallpapered. Ceilings also
received a covering of linen, then normally were painted. This use of linen coverings
has allowed the seam and crack papers to
survive in a readable condition.
When the Park Service began its
restoration of the Russian Bishop's House
in 1972, no one had more than a vague
idea of Russian building techniques.
Thus, no one expected the revelation of
old letters, ledgers, and journals that occurred when layers of wallpaper, paint,
and canvas were peeled off the walls.
Written with strong carbon ink on
good quality cotton rag paper, shielded
from light by the canvas and wallpaper
coverings, and protected inside from the
elements, the old Russian documents
glued to the logs and planks look much
as they did when first covered in 1842.
The Cyrillic manuscripts pulse with
details of daily life and activities in early
Russian America, aspects of this colonial
experience known all too little in the
1980s.
Although difficult to understand due
to their cut-strip application and the unfamiliar language, some preliminary
details were soon evident. The papers
were both religious and secular in nature.
They covered activities of the Orthodox
missionary effort among the Aleut and
Tlingit peoples of Alaska. Also present
were store inventories and accounting
sheets, as well as outgoing and incoming
correspondence of company and church
offices.
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Dates, places, and names were studied
as they appeared on the wall and ceiling
papers. The earliest date found thus far is
1822, only four years after the departure
of Alexander Baranov from New Archangel. O n e of the drawings found is
believed to be an early map of Cook Inlet. One Russian translator who is studying the life of Bishop Innocent is convinced that an early letter of Innocent's is
preserved on one of the walls. Innocent
was in Sitka in the 1830s, as a priest
assigned to St. Michael's Church, before
his elevation to bishop in 1840.
One document found is a meal menu
for a week. Undated, it is long on fish
stew, but short on variety. Other
documents trace the travels of a kayakborne missionary among the islands of
the Aleutian Chain. He comments that

the religious books promised the residents
of one village by the last visiting missionary hadn't arrived yet, and the
villagers are anxiously awaiting them.
Did they ever arrive? Perhaps the answer
is somewhere else on the walls of the
house.
Restoration plans for the building call
for most of the documents to be covered
again by new wall coverings. To allow
these documents to be studied and translated, a project was begun by Sitka National Historical Park to photograph each
piece of ledger and correspondence paper
in the building. O n a base map, Seasonal
Curator Kermit Edmonds identified each
piece of writing to be photographed. A
volunteer photographer, Sitkan Mike
Lewis, set up his professional camera and
lights, and, aided by Edmonds, and

seasonal rangers Kara Knox, Cicely Muldoon, and Jennifer Baird, began the process of shooting the more than 1,000
frames needed to record the data.
A retired professional Russian
translator, Ms. Irene Yakovleff of
Calistoga, California, is using Lewis's
photos to provide translations of the
documents. She became interested in the
project while visiting the house in 1986,
when she confirmed some previous
translations of paper fragments. Since
then, she has been hooked on Russian
America.
Another visitor to the house contacted
Edmonds to report that, in the 1950s,
when he lived in Sitka, an old Russian
building had been torn down. At the
time, he had salvaged several hundred
old pieces of Russian writing that had
been used to seal the cracks of that
building's log walls, then saved them for
over 30 years. These additional pieces of
paper now are also a part of the collections at Sitka National Historical Park.
Perhaps they'll provide more pieces of the
Russian American story unfolding from
the walls of the Russian Bishop's House.
At least they confirm that, while the Russian Bishop's House may have been
special, it was not unique.
The ingenuity of the shipwrightsturned-housing-contractors extended
beyond the ecclestiastical palace. Their
work benefitted other residents of old
New Archangel, likewise trying to keep
warm, as Bishop Innocent pursued the
business of spreading Christianity in
Russia's New World. A L A S K A

.Toughing it out
Although all of us profess to be
hardy individuals here in Alaska,
there are various degrees. Hardiness
to some means climbing mountains,
skiing glaciers, winter camping or
mushing dogs for a hundred miles.
For others, it means keeping the car
running when the temperature is
— 35 degrees by pouring additive in
the gas, making it home in a
whiteout, or concocting meals from
virtually nothing the day before the
big grocery run to Fairbanks (125
miles) or Anchorage (238 miles).
Hardiness is sending the children to
play on December 20, wrapped head
to toe because it's —25 degrees, and
not forgetting their flashlight . . .
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—Linda Griffiths
Letters and ledger sheet, glued to the wall of the Russian Bishop's House. The numbers identify
west wall logs 1 and 2, fragments 8 and 9. Note the Cyrillic letters and Arabic numbers.
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Subsistence in Waska: What Is It
find How "Does It ftffcct
Our Rational (Treasures?
Lou Waller
Subsistence Coordinator, ARO
The Alaska National Interest Lands
Conservation Act (ANILCA), which is
the law that designated approximately 50
million acres of new national park areas
in Alaska in 1980, has many special provisions to ensure Alaskans the opportunity to continue their traditional subsistence
lifestyles. The law describes subsistence
as:
" . . . the customary and traditional uses by rural Alaska
residents of wild, renewable
resources for direct personal or
family consumption as food,
shelter, fuel, clothing, tools, or
transportation; for the making and
selling of handicraft articles out of
nonedible byproducts of fish and
wildlife resources taken for personal or family consumption; and
for customary trade."
Many complex, and sometimes overwhelming, questions arise whenever subsistence is the topic of discussion in
Alaska. Who qualifies for subsistence? Is
subsistence a legal right or a privilege?
How many animals can be harvested for
subsistence without affecting the "natural
and healthy" environment? Can a subsistence user get into a park using an offroad vehicle, an airplane, or a motorboat? Who determines how many fish
can be caught, how many moose can be
harvested and how many trees can be cut
in providing for subsistence? Over the
past two years, the subject of subsistence
has been paramount in the minds of most
fish and game law enforcement officials,
federal land managers, the state legislature and many members of the public
who hunt or fish.
In most of Alaska's national park
areas subsistence means that consumptive
uses are allowed. Hunting, trapping,
fishing and gathering of plant materials
are permitted. In the preserves where
both sport and subsistence harvests occur, subsistence users may be entitled to
preferential opportunities through extended seasons, more liberal bag limits, and
an exclusive priority over sport users in
times of a shortage of fish or wildlife
populations. The methods and means of
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Women mending fish nets, 1974 (Robert Belous)

harvest, the quantity of fish, animals or
plant materials harvested, and the modes
of access into the area to harvest these
renewable resources are much different
from the sport hunting or fishing found
in other states.
Determining who meets the minimum
qualifications for subsistence and even
deciding who makes these kinds of decisions has not been an easy task. Criteria
used to make such difficult determinations are vague or non-existent, so decisions are always controversial and
sometimes inconsistent. In national parks
and refuges, the law requires susbsistence
users to reside in a local, rural location.
Additionally, they must have a history of
customary and traditional subsistence activity in the park in order to be recognized as eligible subsistence users for the
park. Aircraft cannot be used as a
primary means of accessing a park or
monument for subsistence, but can be
used to access any of the national
preserves in the state for either subsistence or sport hunting.
These are current regulations. Subsistence in Alaska, and more specifically

subsistence in the national parks,
monuments and preserves in Alaska is
undergoing evolutionary change. The
Alaska National Interest Lands Conservation Act established seven subsistence
resource commissions, to make recommendations to the Secretary of the Interior concerning subsistence hunting in
the parks and monuments. Four of these
seven commissions have already made
recommendations for regulation changes.
The recommendations deal with such
complex issues as eligibility, access, and
predator control. The Secretary of the Interior is required to promptly implement
their recommendations unless he explains
in writing why he cannot.
Evolving subsistence decisions will affect Alaska's national parks, monuments
and preserves, and what they represent,
in the future. Although so much has occurred over the past six years in
Alaska—from political, biological,
cultural, and emotional perspectives—it
may be many years before the evolution
of subsistence has run its course and
Alaska's national parks and their multiple
subsistence issues are resolved. ALASKA
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You Know You're An Alaska Seasonal
Employee When . . .
1.

You take parkas, long underwear, hats and mittens with
you for the summer.

2.

You know the entire regional seasonal staff and their
Alaskan lineage.

3.

Going Outside has a different meaning (note: Outside in
Alaska venacular means leaving the state for travel).

4.

You can't make your parents understand that you couldn't
return their phone call the next day because you were 70
miles by air from a phone.

5.

You have to survive the onslaught of comments at
Christmas about living in an igloo.

6.

You start to sweat at 70°F.

7.

You reestablish ties with that obnoxious college roommate
in Seattle, the former seasonal friend who's gone Yuppie in
Anchorage and/or the friend who's gone back to school in
the "frontier" town of Fairbanks so you can crash on their
floors as you come through in your seasonal migration.

8.

You begin to count the summers you haven't gone swimming outside.

9.

Your skin is Beluga white, and your parents think you
look sickly.

10.

Upon entering a modem home, you spend an hour in the
bathroom playing with the faucets, watching water (cold
and hot!) come out of the taps and marveling at civilization.

11.

You go to town after several weeks of anticipation only to
find you can't handle all the traffic and noise.

12.

The coldest part of your year is your Alaska summer.
Winter habitats are most likely to be New Zealand, Africa,
Asia or Mexico.

13.

Your Alaskan P.O. Box is saved for your return each
spring.

14.

Your summer T-shirts all have long sleeves.

15.

You trade important things like food for film mailers.

16.

You get an urge to see Alaska the way it really is and travel
north for a vacation.

17.

As autumn equinox approaches, you bitterly resent the
darkness because it ruins your all night volleyball games.

18.

Your friends and relatives all say they'll come visit until
they call their travel agent and find out that fares to the Far
East are often cheaper than a plane ticket to Alaska.
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yfgrtfi to my future
Chuck Lennox, Assistant Manager
Alaska Public Lands Information Center,
Fairbanks
When that first call came through, offering me a summer job at Mount
McKinley National Park (now Denali),
my imagination went wild. First, the
realization that people actually communicated by telephone from such a faroff place was a radical concept for me. I
mean, didn't they travel by dogsled and
live in log cabins? How could they
possibly have telephones? But there I
was, talking to someone in Alaska
(Pacabel's Kanon in D fades in, two
caribou bulls in full white manes trot
across the screen chased by a grizzly bear
and a wolf, with a polar bear . . . wait a
minute, a polar bear? Well, that was the
fantasy . . . in the background add a
bald eagle, footage of a humpback whale
and a sourdough miner with a log cabin).
Alaska! I was going to Alaska. North
to Mecca, the Nirvana of the Park Service. Pinch me. Pinch me again. Unexplored territory, wildlife, new park proposals, land where humans have never set
foot, wolves, northern lights. Now, what
did my supervisor say about living conditions in C-Camp? Tent frame cabins big
enough for one but shared by two (he
didn't tell me they were originally built in
the 1930s and repaired once since then).
Two showers shared by forty people.
Everyone using one laundry tub to wash
dishes. Mail delivered (sometimes)
three times a week by train, groceries 125
miles north at three-times the prices back
home, one radio station, and baseball
played on the airstrip (play had to be
suspended when planes buzzed the field,
wanting to land). Oh well, it was going
to be an adventure. Nothing mattered
(including the $170 round trip airfare
from Seattle alone—1978 prices—now
costing $360).
An adventure it was . . . Getting up
at 4:00 a.m. to open a visitor center at
5:00 a.m. (who the heck is up at 5 a.m.?
The sun, certainly, which rose at 3 a.m.
providing light for the first shuttle bus
leaving at 6, with 150 people waiting in
line). Being charged by a grizzly bear on
a riverbank, falling into the river, losing
my glasses, and then having to tell my
parents—who already thought I lived a
hazardous life—I needed to order new
ones. Watching the entire night sky
ablaze with the northern lights while
dressed for —10 °F weather in midSeptember. Greeting a line of elderly
visitors from the Tacoma Audubon
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Society in my underwear as they came
looking for the boreal owl in my patch of
woods. Gazing at Mt. McKinley as it
clears from its base at 2,000 feet to its
summit at 20,320. Hearing two wolves
howl across a valley at each other. Making blueberry muffins, blueberry pie,
blueberry cobbler, blueberry pizza. Flying
in a Super Cub through the Alaska Range
into a surreal white dream and feeling the
insignificance of being one human alive in
Alaska.
Having spent seven years at Denali/
Mount McKinley, I count myself lucky to
have been working during a period of

change in the park and state. I had a
taste of the old days (they even have TV
now). I saw visitation climb over carrying capacity, and modern conveniences
installed in seasonal housing (real running
water). I have seen major changes reach
Alaska. I also have seen the NPS play a
role in preserving and protecting a part of
the wilderness and cultural heritage of
this state. May we strive to keep these
new Alaska national parks as powerful
examples of a national land ethic—a
stewardship to the natural environment
for the use and enjoyment of many,
many future generations. ALASKA

Noatak NPr

Katmai NP&Pr
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'The Winter Routine? It 0\[ever Is I
Jim Rogers
Roads and Trails Foreman
Denali NP & Pr
Quite often I'm asked by people who
live in warmer climates, "How do you
start your vehicles in such cold weather?"
or "Does your heavy equipment have
good heaters?" I am just starting on my
fourteenth winter at Denali National Park
and I suppose I take a lot of routine
things for granted now, but if some small
item is neglected it can mean big
trouble—and usually when the item is
needed most. For instance, if a vehicle's
radiator needs water—even in summer—a
50/50 mixture of anti-freeze and water is
added, never straight water. One can imagine what happens at —50 degrees if this
mistake is made!
The biggest part of our vehicle and
heavy equipment fleet is in storage during
the winter. However, winter is a time
when the park mechanic has more time
to do the major repairs and maintenance

work. While all vehicles and equipment
come with plug-in heaters, it is not possible to store them all near an electrical
outlet. So, what do we do when we want
to start one of them? We get out a portable generator, take the power to the
vehicle and plug in the heater. If it happens to be a large piece of equipment, for
example a Caterpillar bulldozer that has
20 tons of frozen steel, we throw a big
canvas tarp over the machine and put a
couple of space heaters under the canvas.
This creates a comparatively warm tent,
and in about six hours we can start the
bulldozer and move it into the shop.
Of course, the vehicles and equipment
used regularly for snow removal
throughout the winter are kept ready for
instant use. But we must use heavy
equipment carefully in extremely cold
temperatures. The machine's engine will
always start, but all the steel, the gear
boxes and the hoses are still cold and
brittle. A good solid knock, say against a
railroad track, and all sorts of things

come apart. I have seen 3A inch steel
shatter like glass when such a thing happens at —45 degrees.
Here at park headquarters the main
water supply is a good distance from the
residential area. A utilidor system connects with all of our buildings. This
utilidor is about four-feet square and
buried about eight feet deep. All water
lines from the main water system are inside the utilidor. At the end of the line is
a steam boiler, and leading back from the
boiler is a steam line right in between the
water lines. I know of only one time
when we lost steam pressure and then
only about four hours. The utilidor held
heat and no pipes were frozen.
This only begins to cover the different
types of obstacles the winter presents.
Although some winters are cold and
some are colder, from my point of view,
Denali National Park is a good place to
live and work. ALASKA

Snow removal at Denali
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The Adventures of QDorie Loudermdk
flush Administrative Tech
It is 7:50 a.m.—at least four hours until the sun will almost rise. I jump on my
three wheeler to drive the Vi mile to the
office. If I'm not quite awake when I
leave home I certainly am when I arrive.
It is —15 degrees and windy. In another
week it will be too cold to even start the
engine. I'm thankful when I arrive at
work that the furnace is overcompensating. No one has been able to
understand the heating system, and we
never know whether it will be very hot
or very cold. Consequently the only
greenery in the office is the sturdy silk
spider plant.
Our clerk typist called in. She is having
her problems with transportation too.
Like many local people she doesn't drive
and must rely on one of the two taxi
companies to get back and forth to work.
She knows to call at least 20 minutes
before she wants the ride, and then be
prepared for the informal tour of
Kotzebue as the taxi picks up everyone
else who called (in order of placing the
call). Once it is very full, it will then
deliver people in the same order. We
only have a total of four miles of road
here, but in one trip it is quite possible to
see most of the village. You may plead
that you have to be at work but that
only makes the driver more adamantly
democratic.
Time in the Arctic is not what most of
us are used to; people here are much
more casual about it. The telephone company promises to repair the dead line in
the morning, but we probably won't have
it working for a couple of days. The
repair people will visit the scene of the
problem several times and confer at
length. Eventually the phone will be
repaired; it does little good to fret over it.
The telephone presents problems
peculiar to remote locations. We are
500 miles from the nearest large city (Anchorage), and contrary to popular belief
there are no phone wires stretched across
the tundra. Our voices are bounced up to
a communications satellite out in space
and relayed from there to "civilization."
There are times when the satellite seems
directly overhead, and it is like talking to
someone next door. More frequently the
process causes a delay of a few seconds
between your statement and the time it
reaches the listener. Usually he takes the
silence to mean you are waiting for him
to speak, so he does, only to be confused
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when you start too. Generally you have
to "talk a person down" and, once silenced, take the time to explain why this
is happening. Some days the satellite
throws in an echo to further confuse us
all. A couple of times a year the sun,
planets and satellite all align, causing lines
to disconnect at random.
Then there is the Post Office. Until
recently, they were relaxed people, flowing with the idiosyncrasies of bush life.
However, recently someone decided to
whip the place into shape. We first felt
the effects when our mail was returned to
us. Once upon a time someone had
decided that the franked label could be
applied with an ink stamp. This worked
for four years. Sure, the ink was beginning to fade, and, yes, on some of the
envelopes it was a little crooked, but the
Post Office employees knew we were
really a branch of the federal government, so it didn't bother them at first.
When it did, we accepted the fact that we
needed new letterhead and envelopes
anyway, and placed the orders. Less than
a week after all of our newly printed stationery arrived, the Post Office announced that they were changing the box
numbers. We don't even dare put the
new box number on with a stamp!
The process for ordering supplies and
equipment is fairly routine here, that is,
until shipping is mentioned. At this point
communications often break down with
the vendor muttering, "What do you
mean you can't drive there?" Some firms
try to insist on a street address, knowing
deep down inside that there must be a
way to truck the item. While it is true
that the streets are named and the houses
have numbers, just knowing a building's
number won't help much in locating it.
When numbers were originally assigned,
they were given to existing buildings, but
not to lots. Once everything had been
assigned a number, new numbers were
issued in order of construction. Therefore
it is quite possible to have house #895 between #382 and #563. Usually a brief
description of this system convinces the
vendor that we are much more remote
than he ever suspected, and the shipment
is made by air. Occasionally we encounter a stalwart vendor who refuses to
comprehend the situation. This often is
followed by a phone call from an
Anchorage-based trucking company,
demanding to know what we expect them
to do with the stuff.

Bringing on personnel can be a purely
diplomatic maneuver. We want people to
look forward to the "adventure," but, at
the same time, we feel morally responsible for warning candidates about life in
Kotzebue. They must be able to withstand the dark and severely cold weather.
They should realize that prices are much
higher here than even in Anchorage, and
they must be able to create their own
entertainment.
During the first of the year, most personnel are travelling for training purposes
and for home leave. We have good air
service—two or three 737 passenger jets a
day from Anchorage to Kotzebue—but
the weather can wreak havoc with any
attempt at scheduling. Ice and blowing
snow are the worst culprits, and often,
after the lVi hour flight, the plane cannot
land in Kotzebue but must return to Anchorage. If you are lucky, you have
enough time to rush to another gate and
catch the last flight out, all the while
praying that the weather has improved.
Between airline schedules and time
changes it is almost impossible to reach
your destination in the "lower 48" in one
day. All of these factors make for some
very creative travel vouchers.
When the office finally got computers,
we thought we had joined civilization.
Hope springs eternal! The first machine
that we got didn't like the Arctic. After
many months of haggling with the
telephone company/a dedicated line was
installed, but unfortunately the phone
number is similar to that of the Farthest
North Dairy Queen. We have not been
able to use our modem today to send in
the payroll because someone evidently
dialed the number by mistake and, getting no answer, did not properly hang
up. We did get a second, more
cooperative computer, but the cable for
its modem is probably riding around
Alaska in the back of some truck determined to drive to Kotzebue.
It is now time to leave the office for
the day, and it is as dark outside as
when I came to work. You might think
I would feel sleepy, but tonight our
Park Service family is gathering to eat
good food, have a few beers and play
Trivial Pursuit. The kind of people who
elect duty in the Arctic make all the
rest of it well worthwhile. ALASKA
- Dorie Loudcrmilk
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Life in a'Jar'NorthernLown
Jan Shaver
Northwest Alaska Areas
"To anyone who dropped a spotted
seal on the ice between Kotzebue and
Sheshalik, please call 442-3238."
It is the end of October, and the
Kotzebue Sound has been frozen for
several weeks. Listening to the local
messages on the public radio station
makes me realize again what a unique experience living in Kotzebue is. Over the
years, the unusual has become so commonplace that I have to remind myself
that it is special.
Although my husband, Mack, had
always wanted to work in Alaska, the
place sounded cold, dark, and unfamiliar
to me. However in 1978 Mack was
chosen for the first ranger task force,
and, soon after, offered the superintendency of the brand new Northwest
Alaska Areas. The time had come to consider what it would be like to move the
family to the 49th state.
From a visitor's standpoint, Kotzebue
doesn't exactly get a five-star rating.
Kotzebue is an Eskimo village located at
the tip of the Baldwin Peninsula, which
extends out into Kotzebue Sound north
of the Seward Peninsula in the Arctic
Ocean. I have a kaleidoscope of impressions from my first two-week visit—the
friendly people, the unfamiliar culture,
the smells of the sea and of rotting meat
and honey buckets, 24-hour daylight, the
piles of accumulated refuse, the sounds of
children playing and three-wheelers roaring around after midnight.
Later, at home in Bullfrog, Utah,
Mack and I tried to decide whether or
not we wanted to take our family north.
We finally resorted to listing advantages
and disadvantages of Kotzebue and
Bullfrog, weighing each item on a scale of
1 to 10 and totalling our figures. When
the total indicated we should stay at
Bullfrog, we looked at each other, realized we were passing up a once-in-alifetime chance, tore up the carefully
made lists, and decided to move.
Things didn't happen at once. After
another year in Bullfrog waiting for the
lands bill to pass, we spent nine months
in Anchorage while the new parks received funding. Finally, in June 1981, we
arrived in Kotzebue.
Since Kotzebue is not connected to
any road system and is accessible only by
air, our physical move was unique. A
BLM Argosy (large fire-fighting aircraft)
brought our pickup and household
goods, which were unloaded onto the tar-
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Front Street, Kotzebue

mac at the airport. A borrowed Alaska
Airlines flatbed truck then ferried the
goods to our front yard.
The house itself was built in 1957,
with two additions constructed later. It
needed improvements, but was large,
with big windows on the south side that
soaked up the spring, summer, and
autumn sunlight. The townspeople enjoy
telling us that a former owner raised
chickens inside. "Oh, you're the people
who bought the chicken house!" That's
one way to become known in the community.
Anticipating the great Alaska experience, we pictured ourselves hunting,
snowmobiling, fishing, and cross-country
skiing. In reality, we've never been
hunters, so we didn't become hunters
here. A few snowmobile trips were plenty, and cross-country skiing is out
because the wind packs the snow until it
is like concrete. Hiking can be difficult
because of the terrain, but we found that
floating the rivers is wonderful recreation,
and our airplane has also taken us to
many places we will never forget. At
home our life is much the same as it has
been anywhere else, and perhaps this
continuity allows us to adapt to each new
area.
On the other hand, we had anticipated a couple of things correctly—the
winters are cold and long, and the winter
days are short. As in Michigan or Col-

orado or any other cold area, warm
clothing takes care of the chill. The dark
was new to us, however. During the past
5Vi years, none of us has suffered from
cabin fever, but we all do look forward
to the lengthening days in March and
April. I think it's essential to have
something to do outside the home during
the dark period, and that's one reason I
enjoy my job. Hibernation would be too
great a temptation if I didn't have to go
to work on the dark days.
In Kotzebue jobs for spouses are easy
to come by if you aren't too selective. I'm
a clerk-typist in the state trooper's office.
Another spouse directs the children's
group home run by the non-profit section
of the Native regional cooperation.
Another works for the city public works
department, and another flies for a
regional airline.
The extra income is a great advantage
in our household. It permits us to take
vacations to warm places like Hawaii,
traveling in the middle of the winter to
add some light to our lives during the
dark time. While we're "out," we do
things normally unavailable to us, like
eating in nice restaurants, shopping, or
going to movies. People hired for remote
Alaskan areas like ours get a trip home
for the family every two years. To make
other jaunts possible, a second income (or
a substantial inheritance) is essential.
(continued, next page)
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Not only does my job allow us to take
vacations we would never have considered in years past, it also allows us to
ignore the price of groceries. The high
cost of everything is one of the first
topics people bring up when they hear we
are from Alaska. Sure, prices are high,
but, in general, so are salaries (25%
COLA helps, too).
Another thing that has required some
experimentation has been establishing an

exercise schedule. We had enjoyed running at Bullfrog, where the winters are
fairly mild. However, trying to run in an
area that has eight months of very cold
windy weather put a crimp in our exercise plans. Unlike the hardy souls that
bundle up and run in —20 degree
weather, we found ourselves substituting
a hot-buttered rum for the old exercise
routine. It took a while to find a solution
to our dilemma—a strictly indoor routine
with aerobics and an exercycle.
Experiencing a different culture is

sometimes rewarding, sometimes
frustrating, but always interesting. I'm
glad we tore up our list in Bullfrog and
decided to move to Kotzebue. Where else
could we hear this message on the radio
on a sunny May day: "To whoever left
their three wheeler on the sea ice in front
of Hanson's Store, you should check it.
The ice has started to move, and your
three wheeler is floating away." ALASKA

fthslqi: ft Cheechakp 's View
Jackie West Siglin
Gates of the Arctic NP & Pr
Alaska! For most of our Park Service
friends, there are only two responses to
that word. The first group hopes to get
there sometime in their career; the second
thinks it's too cold. Being of the first
mind, we could hardly wait to embark
on our 3,000 mile journey from Canyon
de Chelly National Monument to our
new home in Fairbanks, Alaska, headquarters for Gates of the Arctic National
Park. We left the red standstone cliffs of
de Chelly late in July and arrived in Fairbanks in early August. Since then our life
as cheechakos (Alaska newcomers) has
not been dull.
First on the list was a trip to the park.
We were accustomed to life in a park
some distance from town, but here we
live in town and the park is the remote
spot—200 miles away. To get there, we
hopped on a small plane and flew to Betties, a community near the park boundary. There we met the Beaver, a fourpassenger plane with fixed pontoons. Flying out of the dirt strip at Bettles, the
Beaver flew northwest while we concentrated on acres of tundra mixed with
spruce forest below us. The pilot circled a
lake, then slowly glided down, our first
landing on water. He left us on the shore
for awhile, surging down the length of
the water, then taking off. For a moment
the droning of the engine filled the air,
then total silence. We were alone in the
Alaskan wilderness. Watching for bear
sign, we climbed a small ridge and picked
our fill of ripe blueberries. All too soon
the plane returned, and we were whisked
back to civilization.
But the opportunity for adventure
presented itself again when we were invited to the dedication of Simon Paneak
Museum in Anaktuvuk Pass, an Eskimo
village on the north boundary of the
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park. Again we boarded a plane (we're
trying to get used to this), and headed
north. This was the end of September
and the temperature in Anaktuvuk Pass
that afternoon was 7 degrees. Dressed in
our warmest, we walked to the high
school gym for a community potluck
supper. The tables were crowded with
food: chicken, spaghetti, salads, these we
knew; then a bowl of berries mixed with
something white, platters of black dried
meat, and paper sacks filled with chucks
of tannish-white, black and red meat. It
is a strange sensation to look down at
your plate loaded with food and not really recognize half of what's on it. After
asking a few questions, we discovered we
had eskimo ice cream (berries and crisco),
dried caribou, raw fish, and whale for
dinner.
The museum is a tiny log building on
a hill overlooking the village. The
displays are well done and filled with
many items donated by the local people.
After the tour and dedication, we went to
the community center for Eskimo dances.

The hall was filled with people sitting on
folding chairs or standing in the back.
From the center of the room came the
rhythmic beating of drums and the sound
of men and women chanting. In front of
them, people danced. Grandmothers,
grandfathers, children and their parents,
all participated, moving feet to the beat,
waving mittens, some mimicking the actions of a hunt. Their eyes flashed and
their faces moved.
Back to Fairbanks. We've been here
three months now and are beginning to
settle in. The future continues to hold the
promise of adventure—adjustment to the
extreme cold, school buses loading in the
dark, cars that have to be plugged in.
We've been told a moose lives near our
house, that we must try dog mushing,
and that the cross country skiing is great.
The park beckons and we hope for much
exploration next summer. We think we
will enjoy our new life. Who knows, we
might even become sourdoughs (Alaska
oldtimers). ALASKA

ALASKA:
•
•
•
•
•
•

is 2 times larger than Texas
is 9 times as large as New England
has more coastline than the Pacific, Atlantic and Gulf Coasts combined
contains half of all the lakes in the United States
is 1/5 the size of the continental United States
has approximately the same number of road miles as Vermont
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If I Leant Lo fly,
will it help me get a job in one of those
magnificent Alaska parks?

C. Mack Shaver, Superintendent
Northwest Alaska Areas
Parked in front of the school, a ranger
reaches inside of his vehicle and pulls out
a slide projector and screen. Next he lifts
out a box of hand-out material. Sound
familiar? This same scene has been played
thousands of times by our managers and
rangers whenever public meetings or
school programs are held. This particular
time, however, there is a difference. The
school is in Kivalina, Alaska, a remote
Eskimo village of 150 people, 100 miles
north of the Arctic Circle on the Arctic
Ocean. The ranger's "vehicle" is a Cessna
185 on skis, and the temperature is
— 20°. In addition the ranger flew himself
to the village for the meeting, and when
he's through, he will fly home to
Kotzebue, 70 miles south. Before entering
the school to start the program, he ties
down the aircraft to two convenient 55
gallon drums and puts an insulated
engine cover over the plane's nose—to
make sure his transportation will not
blow away and will be warm enough to
start in a few hours.
As the station wagon, sedan, and
pick-up truck are transportation
mainstays in the Lower 48, the airplane
does the job in the 49th state. This difference in transportation requirements for
Alaska exists for two reasons: 1) the extremely long distances between communities as well as the vast geographic
areas represented by NPS areas in Alaska
and 2) the scarcity of roads outside
metropolitan areas. These things have
made Alaska a flying state, and they now
make the Park Service a flying agency in
that state.
Presently, all 15 NPS areas in Alaska
plus the regional office use aircraft in
some way. Seven of the areas have one
or two Department of the Interior fleet
aircraft in their inventory and NPS dualfunction pilots on their staff. NPS fleet
aircraft total 13 , with 12 dual-function
NPS pilots and one seasonal full-time
pilot. A recent survey of the parks indicated an ultimate need (at full anticipated funding and staffing levels) for
approximately 35 dual-function NPS
pilots and 20-25 aircraft.
Besides our fleet activity, the Alaska
Region also makes use of charter and
contract aircraft. In 1985 the region
chartered for 2,057 hours ($418,679).
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NPS Cessna 185 on a gravel bar, Salmon River, Kobuk Valley NP, unloading supplies for the
installation of a radio repeater site.

Contract use (mainly helicopter contracts)
accounted for 1,139 hours ($505,513, plus
fuel and crew), and fleet activity accumulated 2,297 hours at a cost of
$203,302, plus fuel and pilot expenses.
Aviation is not new to the National
Park Service, but the truly unique part of
NPS aviation in Alaska is the use of fleet
aircraft and NPS dual-function pilots as
the transportation backbone of all operations. Let's look at the aircraft used and
needed by the NPS in Alaska. There are
few developed airports (or even airstrips)
in the new Alaskan parklands. As a result
traditional park operations and management activities (rescue, maintenance
work, fire management, law enforcement,
station logistical supply, resource
management projects, and VIP show-me
trips) must be conducted with landings on
natural areas such as gravel bars, smooth
tundra, lakes and rivers (when thawed or
frozen) and beaches. Specific mission
needs include large and heavy load carrying ability, short take-off and landing
ability, rough field capability, good slow
flight characteristics, adequate cold
weather capability and relatively high
cruising speeds for long distance flights.
Large tires, skis, floats, good propeller
ground clearance and good downward
visibility area are a must.
Aircraft operations in park areas run
most effectively using employees performing a traditional NPS function (ranger,
biologist, superintendent, resources
manager) who also have flying duties in
their position descriptions. Since nearly
every field activity requires air support, it
makes sense for the employees assigned
to the project to be able to fly to the job

site and back. No pilot has to sit around
waiting for the passenger, and in a
limited capacity aircraft all seats are taken
by those needed for the job.
While the dual-function program
seems logical and works well in Alaska,
there have been a number of problems to
work out, the greatest being the absence
of enough NPS employee-pilots to meet
Alaska's dual-function needs. All
employees must be Office of Aircraft
Services approved. This means that at a
minimum, all pilots must have a commercial license, an instrument rating, and 500
pilot-in-command-hours.
Few employees have these qualifications and (unbelievably) some qualified
pilot-employees don't want to come to
Alaska. The Alaska Region (and now the
Service through the draft Aviation
Managment Guideline, NPS-60) has an
optional pilot training program for interested employees competing for flying
jobs. The minimum requirement for the
program will be a private license and 200
pilot-in-command hours. The Service
may, with a superintendent's endorsement
and the regional director's approval of
flight authority, provide the training for
the additional commercial license and instrument rating plus special use training
(float rating, check out in aircraft with
conventional landing gear, ski training,
etc.) A pilot thus trained will require up
to three years to be completely functional
in a flying job because of the complexities
of off airport landings, cold weather
operations, mountain flying, low level
operations, water and snow operations,
and flying in marginal weather. As a
(continued, next page)
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result there will be a tenure requirement
in positions where this training has been
provided. A three-year residency requirement has been suggested.
Aviation in Alaska's parklands is a
valuable tool, but it is also an enjoyable
part of the job, a challenge for the
manager as well as a public relations aid
with other agencies and individuals in the
state. Radio tracking Dall sheep, caribou
or grizzly bear, landing on tundra to
check out a hunting guide and his client,

coming into a village strip to conduct a
public meeting, or landing on a frozen
snow-covered slough to pick up a villager
with a ruptured appendix, all add a new
depth to NPS park operations.
Alaska has been a flying state since
the 1930s. The NPS in Alaska has been a
flying agency for more than 20 years. All
that's necessary to be a part of this
adventure is an interest and demonstrated
ability in some aspect of park work as
well as aviation, a burning desire to stand
out in the wind at — 30 °F while
preheating your trusty steed's engine for

45 minutes, or a strange longing to huddle in a wet sleeping bag on the lumpy
floor of an airplane parked on a river
gravel bar while waiting out hard rain
and blinding fog. Or maybe what you
want is to glide over sun-dappled tundra
in the center of a circular rainbow or
touch down lightly on a remote lake
where no one has been before. The
Alaska NPS aviation program offers all
of the above and more—the opportunity
to help manage some of the most
magnificent areas in the national park
system. ALASKA

CVeveCopment at
%mai fjords 9{ationat farlj
Bruce Kaye
It has been only six years since the
establishment of Kenai Fjords National
Park. When Superintendent Dave Moore
arrived in May 1981, he had no buildings
to move into, no staff, no vehicles, "no
nothing"—not even a copy machine. His
orders were to go to Seward, get
established and make friends. As the
photo article attest, the small staff at
Kenai Fjords—with many volunteers, innovative management, and community
support—is meeting the challenge.
Today the park looks much like a
traditional established unit of the national
park system with a road, trails, a campground, visitor center, ranger stations and
interpretive programs.
The last stage of the development plan
is in progress with 1987 construction to
include outside restrooms for the Seward
Visitor Center; a maintenance shop in
Seward; and construction of wayside exhibits, a handicapped access trail,
restrooms and a public shelter at Exit
Glacier.
Today visitors are better able to
understand and enjoy Kenai Fjords even
though development is in just a small
area of the 580,000 acre park. With the
development in place, park staff are in a
better position to protect park values and
prevent resource damage. Accomplishments have been many, and they have
been gratifying to the staff at Kenai
Fjords, who feel that what they do truly
makes a difference. ALASKA

Harding ice field at Kenai Fjords (M. Woodbridge Williams)
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Kenai Fjords

Horned puffins at Kenai Fjords CM. Woodbridge Williams)

A trade between parks brought a 22-foot Boston Whaler to Kenai Fjords
in 1982. Two years later, the park obtained a 32-foot twin diesel patrol
boat. They are used in open ocean and fjord waters to patrol and explore along the park's coastline.

Also in 1982, materials for two prefab cabins were obtained for the Exit
Glacier Ranger Station and Exit Glacier Ranger Residence. Building was
accomplished by the chief ranger, a seasonal ranger, and YACC enrollees
provided by the Forest Service.

In 1982 a footbridge was donated at Kenai Fjords by the Kenai Peninsula
Borough. The bridge provided foot access across the Resurrection River
to the Exit Glacier area of the park. Even though it was a two-mile walk
to the glacier from the bridge, over 5,000 visitors touched the ice. In
1985 the $2.8 million Exit Glacier vehicle bridge was started. This project
included a mile-and-a-half road into the park and a parking lot. The
vehicle bridge was open to traffic in fuly 1986. The public can now drive
to within a half mile of the glacier—a very popular destination.

A new park visitor center/headquarters building was badly needed, but
funds were limited. The superintendent made the choice to use day labor
and park staff to build the center. Construction on the two story
building began in the fall of 1985. It opened to the public in fune 1986. It
is in an excellent location to serve the public—overlooking the small boat
harbor in Seward.
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Three (Busy Weefe: SL Lal^e Chrrf^ Siccount
Fred Hirschmann
Seasonal Park Ranger
Lake Clark NP & Pr
Two Yosemite rangers were talking.
One said, "Say, I heard up in Alaska
there is a new national park called Lake
Clark that has one hundred Yosemite
Valleys it it." The other replied, "No,
you're wrong. I've been there and there
are only 98!"
People outside of Alaska have seldom
heard of Lake Clark National Park and
Preserve. The four million acres house
some of the most spectacular scenery
found in North America. The sawtoothed peaks of the Chigmit and
Neacola Mountains cradle a series of
long, deep lakes. Lake Clark itself is 46
miles long, one to five miles wide and
856 feet deep. Two active volcanoes, IIiamna and Redoubt, tower more than
10,000 feet, with their bases starting near
the shores of Cook Inlet. Redoubt's last
eruption between 1965 and 1968 blackened skies and released millions of tons of
ash. Roaring fumaroles on Iliamna's east
face hint at the tremendous volcanic
forces lurking below ground. Snowfall
that equals the accumulations blanketing
Mount Rainier buries the volcano s' lofty
summits and feeds glaciers up to 15 miles
long. With stupendous granite faces and
towering waterfalls, numerous valleys
within Lake Clark National Park and
Preserve rival Yosemite Valley, with the
added factor that, in some, glacial ice still
sculpts the scenery.
Across the spectacular landscape it is
possible to see grizzly (brown) bears,
black bears, wolverines, wolves, caribou,
moose, Dall sheep and a host of other
arctic and sub-arctic mammals. The
rapidly growing 44,000 member Mulchatna caribou herd has its traditional calving
grounds within park borders.
To manage a land area more than five
times the size of Yosemite, Lake Clark
employs a field staff consisting of a chief
ranger, resource management specialist,
coastal district ranger and three to four
seasonal park rangers. If the park and
preserve's land area was equally divided
among Lake Clark's ranger staff, each
person would oversee an area greater
than triple the size of Zion National Park
or almost double the size of Grand Teton
National Park!
Park Superintendent Paul Haertel
states, "We don't have specialists on the
staff, but rather people who can be called
upon to do a wide variety of challenging
and exciting tasks." During a week's time
a ranger may radio track caribou, give
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Turquoise Lake area, Lake Clark (M. Woodbridge Williams)

interpretive programs at area lodges,
search for missing aircraft, investigate a
moose poaching, and dig holes for pit
privies at heavily used campsites.
Lake Clark National Park and
Preserve has an estimated annual visitation of 18,000 people. Without access
roads, practically all the visitors to Lake
Clark arrive in light aircraft. Paul Haertel
says, "I think we have a lot more visitors
than the travel statistics show. It is impossible to count all the planes entering
the park." Nevertheless, the number of
people visiting Yellowstone on a typical
summer day approximately equals the annual visitation of Lake Clark.
Former Alaska Regional Director John
Cook stated, "When the Alaska parks
were created, there was an attitude that
prevailed that the new areas were parks
of the future. Many people looked at
them as savings accounts or safety
deposit boxes. They failed to recognize
that we had instantly created huge national parks with all their related problems. The differences were that the new
national parks were a lot bigger, more
isolated, and had considerably less staff
and money than parks in the Lower 48
states. To convey the magnitude of size,
there is a lake within an Alaska park that
is so large, you could drop Great

Smokies National Park in it, and it would
disappear! Of course, that lake is Lake
Clark. People failed to realize that large
amounts of use were already taking place
in the new parks."
The high concentration of use at Lake
Clark is reflected by the number of aircraft accidents, searches, poaching incidents, and the like that occur within
park borders. Katmai National Park and
Preserve's Chief Ranger Loren Casebeer
jokingly refers to Lake Clark as the "Lake
Mead of Alaska." Being 140 air miles
from Anchorage and 50 air miles from
the Kenai Peninsula communities of
Kenai, Soldotna and Homer, Lake Clark
has become a Mecca for recreational
visitors escaping urban Alaska.
During the first ten months of 1986, at
least ten planes crashed within Lake
Clark's borders; five drowning incidents
occurred; three rafting parties required
helicopter rescues; and park rangers
cooperated with the local State of Alaska
wildlife protection officer to investigate
numerous game violation cases. When
major incidents occur, everyone on Lake
Clark's small staff becomes involved.
To indicate the intensity of activity,
what follows is a glimpse at three weeks
this past fall with the field staff of Lake
Clark National Park and Preserve.
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September 1, 1986, marked the opening day that people could legally take
moose. Hunting season was already 22
days old. Caribou and Dall sheep season
had opened back on August 10th. Sport
hunting is allowed under Alaska state and
federal laws in the 1.4 million acres of
Lake Clark National Preserve. The only
hunting permitted across the 2.6 million
acres of Lake Clark National Park is subsistence hunting by local rural residents
who do not use aircraft to access their
hunt. Alaska state law dictates big game
hunters cannot start hunting until 3 a.m.
of the day after they have been airborne.
Consequently, many parties were placed
in the field by air taxis a day or two
prior to opening day. When a big, old
bull moose marches through camp on
August 31st, there is a small percentage
of hunting parties that will figure: "What
the heck. We are out in the boonies with
no chance of getting caught. Let's get that
moose!"
For aerial patrols, the park has assigned a Cessna 185 equipped with floats
for water landings and a Piper Super Cub
equipped with balloon tires to allow off
strip gravel bar and tundra landings.
Superintendent Paul Haertal, Chief
Ranger Larry Van Slyke, and Resource
Management Specialist Hollis Twitchell
are Office of Aircraft Services (Department of Interior's own flight support
agency) approved pilots. Seasonal Ranger
Chris Brown, who recently obtained his
private pilot's license and purchased his
own Super Cub states, "Using aircraft for
patrols makes us highly mobile and
allows us to cover vast areas of the park.
You can look through the spruce and
tundra and see an amazing amount of
detail."
In addition to aerial patrols, the park
places rangers on the ground to keep an
eye on activities. On August 31, Larry
Van Slyke and myself were preparing
blueberry pancakes for breakfast when
two shotgun blasts interrupted the morning silence at Twin Lakes, within the
park. A flock of Canada Geese hurriedly
departed the bay. Waterfowl season, like
moose season, was not scheduled to open
until September 1st. We spoke with two
hunters from New Jersey and learned
they failed to possess state or federal
migratory waterfowl stamps and their air
taxi had informed them they were in
Lake Clark National Park, where sport
hunting is not allowed. About forty yards
from a point where the geese frequently
roost, we found two freshly ejected #5
shot casings; what was missing was a
dead goose. The ANILCA legislation
allows for the possession of firearms
within Alaska's new parks. Harrassment
of wildlife though, is prohibited under the
same wildlife protection provision
safeguarding wildlife in Lower 48 national
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parks. Although it seemed likely the
hunters had taken shots at the geese,
there wasn't enough evidence to issue an
iron-clad violation notice. Instead we
worked toward future compliance with
state and federal regulations through an
educational discussion with the hunters.
They departed that afternoon to float the
Chilikadrotna Wild and Scenic River in
the Preserve where sport hunting was
legal.
Two other parties planning to combine rafting and hunting along the
Chilikadrotna River arrived at Twin
Lakes and were contacted just prior to
the opening of moose season.
On September 1, a Dehavilland
Beaver flew to Twin Lakes and dropped
off five people at the upper end of Lower
Twin Lake. I took the Park Service Avon
five miles up lake to greet the party.
Usually when we enter hunting camps
late in the afternoon, the occupants are
jovial and glad to see us. If the group is
new to Alaska, questions abound about
the park, wildlife, float planes, and the
like. Many camps have the alcohol flowing freely and I cannot begin to count the
time I have turned down offers of wine,
beer, and whiskey. The mood in this particular camp contrasted starkly with that
found at most camps. The occupants
were somber and voiced displeasure that
the Park Service had arrived at their
camp. One of the individuals formerly
owned five acres on Upper Twin Lake
that he had used as a base for trapping
prior to the park's establishment. For
years his cabin bore a routed wooden
sign reading "Federal Park Rangers
Beware of Wolverine." The group stated
their intention was to hunt along Lower
Twin Lake. Misinterpreting a USGS
topographic map, they confused the
park/preserve boundary with the
wilderness boundary. A long discussion
ensued about the D-2 land withdrawls,
Congress' intent in establishing the
Alaskan parks, and subsistence rights.
Eventually the group decided to have the
Park Service contact their air taxi to arrange transportation to a legal location
for hunting.
By the second day of moose season,
park staff had either contacted or observed 19 hunting parties with a total of
at least 47 people utilizing the preserve.
The ANILCA legislation calls for the
Park Service to adopt all state hunting
and trapping laws on preserve lands (36
CFR 13.21c). Rangers at Lake Clark have
developed a close working relationship
with the State of Alaska's wildlife protection officers. The vast acreage to be
patrolled by but a small handful of
federal rangers and state troopers
necessitates close cooperation. On
September 3, Larry Van Slyke assisted
the local state wildlife protection officer,

Ed Painter, in hauling meat and antlers
from three caribou that had been shot by
two hunters from out of state, one of
whom was a state trooper. The individuals had allegedly taken one caribou
over their legal limit. The third caribou
was a bull sporting an impressive set of
antlers considerably larger than the
antlers of one of their caribou legally
taken earlier.
The following day, September 4,
Larry assisted Ed with the confiscation of
600 pounds of moose meat from a hunter
who allegedly killed the moose in an area
not open for moose hunting.
September 4 also was the beginning
day of a search occupying much of the
staff's time during the next two weeks. A
thirty-year-old man, Michel (Mitch)
Drake, had not shown up for a scheduled
air taxi pick up on September 2.
unknown to the Park Service, on May
29th, 1986, Mitch was illegally
helicoptered to a small lake off the
Necons River within the preserve. Mitch's
plans were to build a cabin and prospect
for gold. He had told family members he
was considering staying in the bush for
18 months.
Mitch's cabin was soon located. From
the looks of the site, it appeared that
Mitch intended to be gone for only a
short time period: food was in pots; a
camera and two handguns were outside
on the ground; his dog, Pooch, was in
camp and hungry, but not starving. A
calendar in his first aid kit had each day
crossed off between May 29 and August
8. The cabin was expertly concealed.
Moss covered the roof, and mud packed
over the freshly cut ends of the cabin logs
made the structure virtually invisible
from the air. A barricade of brush shielded views of the cabin from an oxbow of
the Necons River. Mitch went to great
lengths to avoid discovery.
Three of Mitch's brothers and two
friends assisted the Park Service and state
troopers with the aerial and ground
searching. On September 5, Mitch's
aluminum canoe was found swamped
below a set of Class III rapids, 2Vi miles
downstream from his cabin. His shirt was
found on the river bank about Vi mile
below the cabin. On September 6, a carcass, approximately a month old, of an
adult male grizzly bear, was located
across the Necons River, a couple hundred yards from Mitch's cabin, a bullet
wound above the bear's left eye.
On September 19 a float of the
Necons was planned to search the river's
numerous log jams. While helicoptering
over the river to show the pilot where the
pick up was planned, Mitch's body was
spotted lodged on rocks in shallow water.
The most plausible explanation of events
leading to his death either August 8 or 9:
(continued, next page)
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while paddling his canoe, he encountered
a grizzly bear at close range and shot it.
The bear may have been attracted to
sockeye salmon spawning in the Necons
River. The recoil of Mitch's .375 H & H
rifle or perhaps his dog panicking, capsized the canoe. According to Mitch's
brother, Raymond, Mitch did not know
how to swim.
At the end of the second search day
for Mitch Drake, Lake Clark's contract
helicopter rescued two individuals from
California whose raft had overturned in
the Chilikadrotna River. Biological
technicians Bill Reisland and Susan Smith
and helicopter pilot Jimmy Shuler
plucked the couple off the east bank of
the river and assisted with the recovery
of gear and raft from the middle of the
river. Again on September 19, at the conclusion of the Mitch Drake body
recovery, the helicopter was called to
rescue four hunters from Wyoming who
were floating the Chilikadrotna River.
The raft loaded with the men, their gear,
and meat and antlers from a moose and
caribou was too heavy to maneuver
around a sweeper. The leaning tree
flipped the raft and dumped everyone in
the river. Most of their gear was swept
away. The party waited two days for
their rescue while they shared a tent and
two sleeping bags.
On the evening prior to the second
rescue (September 18), Lake Clark
rangers were called by the Alaska state
troopers to assist with the arrest of a man
armed with a shotgun who had threatened to shoot two individuals doing
bulldozing work at the Keyes Point Subdivision on Lake Clark. The fellow was
taken into custody without further incident.
September 21 marked the beginning of
two missing aircraft searches. A Cessna
185 departed Port Alsworth late that
afternoon with a flight plan to visit
Caribou Lakes and Two Lakes in the
preserve and then travel on to Anchorage. The plane never arrived in Anchorage. Snow and subfreezing
temperatures grounded search efforts for
two days. Then on September 23, with
the help of an emergency locator
transmitter beacon from the disabled aircraft, the plane was found on one of the
Caribou Lakes. While taxiing the
floatplane on the night of September 21,
the pilot ran into the shore. One of the
floats sustained a major leak during the
beaching. The pilot's troubles were not
over. After being picked up from the site
of the mishap, he returned later in the
day with equipment to move the plane
off shore. During his attempt at takeoff,
the leaking float sunk beneath the water
and flipped the plane over. Luckily, the
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pilot was unhurt, but he needed to be
rescued again.
The other missing aircraft search initiated on September 21 was for Dewey
Smith and Mike Seivers who had disappeared with their Piper Super Cub. In
spite of intensive searching by the Park
Service, Civil Air Patrol, and State
Troopers, no trace of the Cub nor the occupants has been located.
In addition to the search activities,
hunting patrols, assistance to state
troopers, and rescues of stranded rafting
parties, Lake Clark's small staff routinely
handles the day-to-day operations of a

large park. Evening interpretive programs
occur two to three times a week; first aid
is regularly given to local residents and
visitors; fishermen's creels are checked;
trash and downed aircraft are cleaned
from the backcountry; equipment is
maintained; permits are issued; and an inordinate amount of paperwork is tackled.
Chief Ranger Larry Van Slyke said
"Dedication, cooperation and ingenuity,
attributes found throughout the Park Service, are the qualities that enable Lake
Clark's staff to persevere through the
day-to-day excitement of managing a
large, remote park." ALASKA

T/te -Varfi Ranger:
'Never In Anger
G. Ray Bane
Ranger/Management Assistant
Northwest Alaska Areas
The Cessna 185 bumped across the
rough gravel, stopping about two hundred yards short of the canvas wall tents.
Three Eskimo adults sat around a small
cooking fire, watching as I deplaned and
walked towards their camp. Others could
be seen going in and out of the tents. I
squatted next to a white-haired patriarch,
and took a cup and a package of cookies
out of my day pack. Everyone helped
themselves to the cookies while I shared
their strong tea. We talked about the
river, fish movements, and weather. A
younger man in his late 20s paced nervously at the perimeter of our group.
Finally, the old man asked why I had
come. I reached into the pack and extracted the metal forms container and a
Miranda card. It was time to issue the
citation.
This scene took place on a gravel bar
beside the Noatak River within the
Noatak National Preserve. The citation
was issued for the illegal cutting of approximately seventy spruce trees on
federal lands without the necessary permit. The issuance of the citation and
eventual conviction occurred only after
some fourteen months of trying to resolve
the problem by less forceful means.
A park ranger in Alaska faces a formidable and often stressful challenge as
he or she attempts to interpret and enforce the special regulations applicable to
the new ANILCA-created park units.
Although the parks have been in existence
for more than six years, there are still

reservoirs of local resentment over their
creation. Many of the provisions of
ANILCA and the regulations designed to
implement them are open to conflicting
interpretations. The foundations of court
and time-tested rules and policies found
in established parks have yet to be
developed here in Alaska. The Park Service has taken a go-slow approach to enforcement, concentrating instead on
education and public relations. To a large
degree this has worked, but it has also
prolonged certain adaptive problems. As
one person told me when we did enforce
regulations, "We never thought you were
serious!"
It is interesting to note that most of
the regulations enforced within the new
park units, with the exception of the ban
on the use of aircraft for subsistence
hunting, are essentially the same as those
that existed prior to the creation of the
parks. When the Bureau of Land
Management managed these lands, rules
governed the harvest of timber, building
and use of cabins, disturbance of the surface by motorized vehicles, etc. The game
laws applicable in the parks came
originally from the State Board of Game.
Today, a rural resident crossing lands
managed by the Park Service, State of
Alaska, Native Corporation or other
agency is subject to many similar rules
and regulations. If any major difference
exists, it is that the degree of enforcement
may be somewhat greater within the park
units.
A few years ago while temporarily
working within one of the new park
units, I had a conversation with an individual who had built and occupied a
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cabin in trespass on park lands. The person was very abusive toward the Park
Service and its "repressive management,"
saying that it would destroy the real
Alaska bush life. He didn't seem to be
impressed by the fact that the Park Service had taken no action to evict him and
would probably grant a permit for his
continued use of the cabin. After awhile I
asked him to tell me where in Alaska he
could go out and build a cabin without
first gaining title or permission to use the
land. With some reluctance, he admitted
that no such place existed.
Speaking as one who has enjoyed the
wild freedom of Alaska for a quarter of a
century, I feel the primary problem most
Alaskans have with the new parks is not
what they are, but, rather, what they
represent. Alaska is as much a state of
mind as it is a political entity. Its
residents and aspiring immigrants tend to
visualize it as a place distant from and
largely free of the fetters of civilization.
The Native populations, until recently,
were able to use the land with little competition or concern for ownership or
management. The non-Natives saw the
backcountry as a place where they could
hunt and fish and, if they so chose,
escape from the civilized world. There
was the illusion, if not the reality, that
one could simply go out into the bush,
build a cabin and live without regulation.
The loss of the frontier began long
before the parks were established. The
trans-Alaska Pipeline, expansion of state
government, extension of roads, statewide television coverage, telephones in
the most remote communities, division of
lands among various political and
economic entities, resource development,
shift to mechanized transportation,
modern housing, increasing dependency
on cash incomes, a rapidly growing
population, serious social problems, and
more had all contributed to the erosion of
the frontier lifestyle. The creation of national parks was a final statement that
the old frontier had passed, and, for better or worse, Alaska has become part of
the modern world.
The parks and Park Service are in
Alaska for the long haul. The residents
who live around or in the parks are our
neighbors as well as frequent and special
park users. Because Alaska is special, the
Park Service must be flexible and innovative in the way it manages the parks.
However, sensitivity to local concerns
does not mean neglecting our duties as
they relate to resource protection.
There are many aspects of Park Service operations and services, including law
enforcement, that are appreciated by
local residents. They appreciate rangers
who prevent non-locals from poaching
within the parks, and the majority who
obey the laws don't want resources
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Rangers on snowmachine patrol, Cape Krusenstern NM

depleted by those who don't. The Park
Service is active in search and rescue
operations, both within and outside of
the parks, and this, too, benefits local
residents. Local communities and the
Park Service often work together in supporting cultural research and protection.
Park personnel are frequent visitors to
rural villages, giving interpretive and in-

formational programs in schools and
community gatherings.
Here in Northwest Alaska Areas, local
residents make up approximately 20% of
our permanent staff and 50 % of the
seasonal staff. The fact that local people
are working with us is some measure of
our acceptance. ALASKA

'Times Tire Cfiamjimj
Bruce M. Kaye
For those who followed the battle to
establish park units in Alaska during the
1970s, you will remember the sometimes
hostile feelings that surfaced. "National
Park Service to lock up the land" and
"Rangers go home" were common cries
by Alaskans. Opposition was everywhere.
Times are changing. Some wounds
have healed. For many the double-headed
monster never surfaced. The City of
Seward had a chance to re-evaluate its
feeling toward Kenai Fjords National
Park when the City Council voted on the
following resolution:
"Whereas, the City of Seward did pass
Resolution Nos. 899 and 935 opposing
the proposed Harding Icefield/Kenai
Fjords National Monument; and
"Whereas, in December 1980, the
Kenai Fjords National Park was created
by an Act of Congress through the
Alaska National Interest Lands Conserva-

tion Act (ANILCA); and
"Whereas, the National Park Service is
now established in Seward; is a 'good
neighbor' to the community and its
citizens; and, has worked diligently promoting the tourism industry for the community; and
"Whereas, it is time to remove any
vestiges of animosity that might have
once dwelled between the National Park
Service and the people of Seward.
"1. City of Seward Resolution Nos.
899 and 935 are hereby rescinded.
"2. The National Park Service is
welcomed as an integral part of the
Seward Community.
"3. This resolution shall take effect immediately upon its adoption."
This measure passed by unanimous
vote. One month later the Kenai Peninsula Borough passed a similar resolution
rescinding two borough resolutions which
expressed opposition to the proposed
park. ALASKA
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TarkjBtanning
in Ataskg

The Art
erf Waiting

Trivia Questions
from the 49th State

Sandy Rabinowitch, ARO

David Morris
Superintendent
Katmai NP& Pr

1. What is the NPS Headquarters Area
that is located farthest north? Name
the NPS area(s) managed from there,
as well as the town in
which the headquarters is located.

Is park planning in Alaska really different? Think about this. How many
planners do you know who typically take
a pilot pinchhitter course in case the pilot
keels over at the wheel? Do they pack
food, sleeping bags, survival gear and
maybe don their bunny boots when they
prepare to attend a public meeting? Do
they pay more for a plane ticket from
Anchorage to Kotzebue (560 miles) than
for a ticket from Denver to Washington,
DC. Does their work always get front
plage and editorial coverage in the Anchorage Times? Admittedly questions of
the extreme, but in Alaska planners can
answer "yes" to them all. The first time I
went to the NPS office in Kotzebue the
temperature and wind speed produced a
wind chill of -79°F (all week). The sun
in the winter rises late, skips along the
horizon and drops quickly; but in summer it's light for 24 hours in much of the
state.
The jobs of planners in Alaska are
demanding. Thirteen of the state's national parks were newly created or expanded in 1980 by the Alaska National
Interest Lands Conservation Act
(ANILCA). This produced the need to
develop 13 new general management
plans (GMPs) in a six-year period and,
by the end of the seventh year, a
wilderness review of 21 million acres of
lands within the parks, preserves and
monuments. All of this requires public
meetings, with 30 to 40 communities that
you and your fellow planners visit.
So, what's happened in the past few
years? Well, 13 park, preserve and monument GMPs have been completed and approved (with much assistance from
superintendents, park staffs, Alaska
Regional Office staff and Denver Service
Center staff). Wilderness studies are
underway for 18 million acres of land
within the Alaska units, and about 40
public scoping meetings were recently
held throughout Alaska. In addition the
wives and families of Jack Mosby, Larry
Beal and Sandy Rabinowitch finally are
getting reacquainted with their spouses.

Alaska's national parks are extraordinary. Glowing adjectives abound. But
this piece is not about wildlife and landforms. It is about wind, fog, and waiting.
Alaska's winters are cold, often
beautiful, and invariably busy. Yet there
is usually some sense of order to the
work day. Summers are heady and exhilarating. They are also a blur of missed
deadlines, equipment failures, VIP arrivals and departures, and attempts to get
people and supplies where they need to
be. The latter is the rub. There are few
roads, and fewer yet that go very far.
That leaves boats and, more often, small
airplanes. Both work superbly and on
schedule when the weather permits. It
often doesn't. You wait, reschedule, and
wait some more.
Waiting on weather can bring out the
best and the worst in a person. Patience
becomes an art-form that takes different
shapes and sometimes breaks down
altogether. Some of us stoically drink coffee and philosophically observe the
weather; others pace, unpack, then
repack; and of course there are the
grumblers. These blame fate, their traveling companions, or the pilot whose vision
is not quite sharp enough to cut through
the fog. Occasionally, there are the lucky
few who find contentment with a book, a
pair of binoculars or a fishing rod. Finally, where overdue employee pick-ups or
backcountry visitors are involved, the
concerns go well beyond late appointments and missed airline connections.
It can safely be said that there are no
field employees in Alaska who haven't
tested their resourcefulness by waiting.
Those of us that live here try to be
prepared. The prudent park employee
usually carries a good book, a
toothbrush, and last week's in-box. But
waiting is still exasperating; you never
quite get used to it. We accept it, though
not always gracefully. The special
character of these parks would be totally
different if there were roads or other conventional forms of access. We would all
be poorer for it. It is part of the Alaska
experience.
A footnote: There is a thick layer of
fog over King Salmon as I write this.
Otherwise I might be out there going
somewhere.

2.

What is the largest mountain-ringed
river system in America that is still
virtually unaffected by human activity and that is protected as part of
two NPS areas? Name the areas.

3.

What NPS area, set aside primarily
for cultural importance and to protect internationally significant archeological remains, is characterized
by a major archeological site
stratified horizontally, not vertically,
as are most archeological sites?

4.

The NPS protects many famous sand
dune areas. Most of these areas are
named for the dunes they protect.
But which area protects a unique
33-square-mile dune field north of the
Arctic Circle in which the dunes are
named for the primary feature of the
park?

5. How long would it take two people
to cover all of Alaska if they explored 1,000 acres per day?
6. What is the highest mountain peak in
Alaska? Name the park where it is
found.
7. What is the largest glacier in Alaska?
Give its size.
8. What percentage of the national park
system acreage is in Alaska?
9. Give the location of the supermarket
that is farthest north.

(Trivia answers on pg.39 )
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On The Tundra
Olere is a vastness
'That rims to the mountains
Looking at smallgiants
And tasting berries
'Bits of bleached bone
Among these fragileflowers
Teh other tales
On hands and knees
Looking, looking
In awe of it
Qme. "Ewitte

David's Road House on the Chitistone Canyon-Scolai Pass trail 1915 (Alaska Historical Society)

[faces of Ofistoricat $L(asfa

Mail for the miners along the Yukon River; sled at Eagle en 1900 (University of Oregon)

Ahtna women carrying 80-pound packs near
Copper Center, 1903

Packers on the Chilkoot Trail, 1897 (University of Washington)

Steamboats at waterfront of Circle on the
Yukon River ca 1900 (University of Oregon)

Wash day on the trail to the Klondike, 1898 (University of Washington)

Optional tParfc and Indigenous peoples
Editor's note: Background for understanding the following article appears in
this month's Director's Report where the
more descriptively accurate term lifeways
appears instead of indigenous peoples.
Call them cultural landscapes or national preserves or national parks in populated areas. They all involve attempts
by governments to create conservation
reserves in parts of the world long inhabited by people. In New Guinea,
Borneo, Canada, Peru, Australia, Honduras, Tanzania, India, Sweden, and
elsewhere, efforts are underway to combine the conservation of nature and
natural and historic areas with the preservation of indigenous peoples and their
cultures.
Parks and conservation reserves have
for the most part been conceived and
developed, particularly in the United
States, in ways that force the exclusion of
people living on or historically making
use of the land. Inholders of all
types—resident natives and newcomers
alike—were, in the past, to be bought
out, evicted, fenced out, or otherwise
severed from the land or its use, even
when neither occupancy nor use were
permanently consumptive or ecologically
unacceptable.
One effect of this approach in the
United States has been to exclude from
within the legislated boundaries of conservation areas as much of the land occupied by human settlement as possible.
Sometimes this approach resulted in substantial compromise of an area's
ecological or historic integrity. In many
instances, however, such as in Alaska,
people have historically occupied or used
the lands for a wide variety of purposes
and activities—social, or religious, or for
gathering or harvesting food, while consuming both renewable and non-renewable materials for shelter, clothing, and
artistic expression.
Some uses are residential or permanent
in nature; others are temporary or
periodic or subject to unpredictable
change. Some are place-specific; some
have only vague boundaries and locational definitions. Some involve Native
Americans and some involve Americans
who have gone native. Some involve individuals or families; some involve
groups, clans, tribes, or shifting aggregations of all of the above.
Many—perhaps most—involve no
land ownership, as commonly understood
in the United States.

Although the creation of conservation
reserves (sometimes called national parks,
but often with labels either less or more
familiar) elsewhere in the world has
raised questions about the concurrent
preservation of indigenous peoples and
cultures, such issues have drawn almost
no attention in the United States. Never-

theless, the presence of Native Americans
within the boundaries or immediately
outside units of the national park system
has been a reality for many decades in
Yosemite NP, Death Valley NM, Wind
Cave NP, Custer Battlefield NM, Canyon
de Chelly NM, and, now, at all Alaska
parks, preserves, and monuments.

Eskimo women catching white fish, 1973 (Robert Belous)
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The preservation and interpretation of
past cultures through their physical artifacts, and the legislated extension of certain rights of living Native Americans to
use or temporarily occupy park lands or
sites for religious purposes are established
elements of National Park Service policy
and practice. More recently, Congress has
sanctioned certain subsistence rights on
various Alaska parklands, through the
ANILCA legislation, having enormous
importance to the Interior Department. A
wide range of issues remain unresolved.
NPS has experienced major problems in
dealing with subsistence-related issues of
access routes, transportation modes,
qualifying criteria, and so forth.
Seen in the context of national and international trends toward the conservation of areas that have been already settled, National Park Service policies
toward indigenous peoples have so far
failed to recognize the need for new approaches toward such people—approaches which extend to them and their
cultures the substance of the conservation
ethic historically applied to land, wildlife,
and cultural objects.
Parks of the future, both here and
abroad, are more and more likely to include landscapes already populated, for
which management styles and policies
will need to change.
Such new approaches and policies can,
however, also serve to reshape relationships in older areas long touched by friction and seemingly unresolvable issues,
particularly within and near Indian Reservations.
What would be the characteristics of
such a new approach?
• It would treat the indigenous
peoples as an integral component
(park professionals read "resource")
of the landscape, not as something
to be eliminated or ignored.
• it would treat the people now living
there as partners in the processes by
which the area will be planned and
managed.
• It will project plans and actions on
the assumption that the people will
remain and that their goals, ambitions and actions can, through processes of mutual education and
negotiation, be successfully merged
with the conservation goals of
government.
• It will seek to guarantee the preservation and perpetuation of the indigenous culture under terms acceptable to those people, and having a
high order of self-determined direction, timing, and outcome.
• It will admit to the evolution of
cultures and will not prevent longterm change compatible with overall
conservation goals.
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• It will extend the professional arm
and skills of cultural resource
preservation to living people and to
their lives and lifestyles, thereby
helping assure comparable conservation efforts for the "software" of
such peoples as is now provided for
the "hardware" artifacts of their
forebears.
• It would elevate, to the status of a
formal park managment objective,
the preservation of the park's indigenous peoples and their contemporary cultures and lifestyles.
• It would embrace new institutional
arrangements involving forms of
shared powers based on relationships that go beyond those associated with the legal ownership of
land.
• It would begin near "day one" with
the direct, continuous, open involvement of the affected people
and their representatives.
It is perhaps unnecessary to emphasize
that the concepts envisioned here are not
to create "living museums" of people having "curious lifeways." Such chauvinistic
paternalism can have no place in such a
policy.
Both policy and economics support
strategies that do not require the public
ownership of all lands and resources
worthy of conservation.
The newness of such an approach will
require patience, innovation, and the
capacity to change. It will mean discarding old theorems and regular ways of doing business. It will require bold experimentation and the capacity to be
wrong and try again. It will require
tolerance of different ideas and lifestyles,
and the capacity to search for commonalities among diversities.
This policy approach is new, but not
as new as its articulation in this context
suggests. NPS is, arguably, already doing
something akin to this at Lowell NHP, at
Kalaupapa and Kaloko-Honokohau
NHPs in Hawaii, and in some other urban settings, to lesser or analagous
degrees.
NPS is, however, not following this
approach in such relevant areas as Death
Valley, at parks on the Navajo Indian
Reservation, or in Alaska.
Such an approach is an attempt to
fuse widely accepted goals for the conservation of nature and historical artifacts
with the equally widely accepted goals
for the preservation of living cultures.
The national park system can be a link
between these vital forces.
If the new parks in Alaska and tomorrow's parks elsewhere in the United States
and throughout much of the world are to
succeed, they must do so in ways that
merge the interests of the traditional con-

servation ethic and those of the people
now occupying or using the lands toward
which the future of the conservation
movement is directed. ALASKA
—Dwight Rettie

(Trivia Answers
(From pg. 34)
1. Northwest Alaska Headquarters,
Cape Krusenstern National Monument. Kobuk Valley National Park
and Noatak National Preserve in
Kotzebue, Alaska (30 miles north of
the Arctic Circle).
2.

The Noatak River protected in
Noatak National Preserve and Gates
of the Arctic National Park.

3.

Cape Krusenstern National Monument, characterized by the 114 beach
ridges comprising over 10,000 years
of Eskimo archeological evidence.

4.

Kobuk Valley National Park, protecting the Great Kobuk Sand Dunes.

5.

One thousand years.

6. The south peak of Mount McKinley
at 20,320 feet in Denali National
Park.
7. The Malaspina Glacier within
Wrangell-St. Elias National Park and
Preserve, the entire glacial complex
being approximately 2,000 square
miles in area (larger than Rhode
Island).
8. Over 65%.
9. Located in Barrow, this supermarket
was constructed on stilts to prevent
snow build-up, at a cost of $4
million.

-ALASKA-
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The Director's
Report

Preservation of lifeways

By William Penn Mott, Jr.

Note: In the past I have used my column
primarily as a vehicle for informing you
of the decisions I have made and to bring
to your attention the thoughts I have on
issues of great concern to me. This month
I intend to take a slightly different turn.
In order to bring you more into the actual decision-making process, I want you
to have the opportunity to voice your
thoughts and use this column as a kind of
sounding board. In order to assure you
the opportunity for full participation, I
will from time to time focus my column
on some of the pressing issues that I am
currently considering. When necessary, I
will also provide background information
elsewhere in the Courier.
Let me forewarn you, however, I
won't be focussing on clear-cut issues
with obvious solutions. I will be requesting your help on those questions
that have to be analyzed carefully or
issues that need to be dealt with from
several angles in order to be properly addressed. For the most part, these are the
kinds of issues I'll be bringing to your attention, and I hope you will let me know
your recommendations. Ultimately, I
must have the complete picture on tough
issues before making a decision. Since
you may have responsibility for implementing policies designed to address
difficult problems, I think you can help
me in this regard.
This month I would like you to consider an issue that I have been thinking
about for sometime. A year ago, Dwight
Rettie, who recently retired as Special
Assistant for Policy Development, put
together, at my request, a paper on people living in national park system areas
and the issues posed by the creation of
new parks in already-settled areas. I
recently shared Dwight's paper, which
can be found in this issue of the Courier,
with the National Park System Advisory
Board and now recommend it to you as a
good jumping-off point for consideration
of this important topic. I believe you will
find it identifies many of the questions
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that need to be addressed when considering development of a Servicewide policy
on the compatibility of our mission with
the lifeways of people living in park
areas.
Although both Dwight and I are dealing with the compatability of park
residents' lifeways, I have trouble using
Dwight's term "indigenous" in this instance because it is more properly used to
describe Native Americans, which include American Indians, Eskimo, Aleut,
Native Hawaiians, Native Samoans,
Chamorros and Carolinians. Instead of
suddenly changing the definition of "indigenous" to describe park residents, I intend to emphasize the term "lifeways,"
which I feel better encompasses all the activities and heritages pertaining to those
people living in areas prior to such areas
becoming part of the national park
system.
I believe everyone agrees that some
accommodation for these kind of people
should be made. However, going from a
general attitude of support for special
consideration to a specific policy position
on one of the many issues which involve
such persons is a step which will immediately raise tough questions. For example, we must determine whose lifeways
we are talking about protecting, promoting, or discouraging. Should the
lifeways of everyone living in the area
prior to it becoming part of the national
park system—homeowners, ranchers, and
farmers—be included for special consideration? Should only those lifeways
with a culturally distinguishable heritage
that may be related to the area be given
such consideration? Perhaps determining
who should or should not be included
can only be dealt with on a case-by-case
basis. Or should any measures be taken
to preserve the lifeways existing in a park
area prior to its establishment? The
answers to these questions and others
may not be apparent right off, but we
need to begin working on finding them in
order to promote consistency in the way
we handle such matters.

Once a determination is made on
which kinds of lifeways should be entitled
to special consideration, decisions must
then be made on the kinds of accommodations that should be provided.
Should these individuals be given complete freedom in pursuing their lifestyles?
Probably not, but if not complete
freedom, then how much? How do we
balance the Service's responsibilities of
protecting the resource and providing
visitor enjoyment with this added
variable? In some national park system
areas, accommodations have been made
for existing lifeways, such as certain subsistence rights on various Alaska
parklands. As another example, visitation
at Kalaupapa National Historical Park is
kept to a minimum to ensure the privacy
of members of the leprosy colony. So accommodations are being made to some,
but should such accommodations be
made to more?
By accommodations, I am referring to
those things that we can do beyond what
is required by law, but that are within
our statutory authority and not detrimental to our mission. Obviously, we will
continue to follow the law; my concern is
largely directed at the areas where we
have discretion. In many instances, such
as the ones I mentioned a moment ago,
we are required to make accommodations
that we would probably want to do
anyway. As I see it, our responsibility is
not only to just follow the law, but to do
other appropriate things that we can and
should, because it is right that we do so.
When considering this issue, Lancelot
Jones, quite often, comes to my mind.
Lancelot, who's now in his late 80s, lives
on a property that he holds as a life
estate on Porgy Key Island in Biscayne
National Park. His family has been there
making a living from their lime groves
and from fishing as long as anyone can
remember. Today, the lime groves are
gone, but Lancelot still carries on his
family's tradition by making his living
from the sea. An accommodation was made
for Lancelot—he will be able to live out
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his life where he wants to, in the way he
wants to as a resident within Biscayne
National Park. Obviously, Lancelot is in
many respects unique and there are
always dangers in generalizing from a
particular individual to others, but after
having the opportunity of meeting him, I
cannot help but think a place also can be
found for others living within the System.
Not accommodating Lancelot or others
like him would seem a tragedy.

In focusing on a particular individual,
I am merely attempting to express the
personal side of this very perplexing issue
I have laid before you. Bringing individuals like Lancelot to your attention
is necessary because it makes you see the
real-life implications of this difficult issue.
We must not forget that this issue is
about people! Answers won't come easily, and I freely admit I don't have all of
them. However, I am willing to work at

it until I get them and I hope you will
help. Your input will help me determine
what further action should be taken to
assure that lifeways within the system are
not forgotten in considering long-term
National Park Service policies.

Park

Briefs

DENALI NP&Pr, AK—Something was
different. There was something new in
the timeless view from Wonder Lake at
the base of Mt. McKinley. The Peters
Glacier had surged so far down the Muddy River Valley that it could now be seen
from the park road. No one knows for
sure how far it advanced or when it all
began. Few facts are known.
A team of park employees hiked in
miles to check out a report by a pilot
that the glacier had advanced more than
two miles since mid-summer. They set up
rock cairns at 100 foot intervals in front
of the glacier. Five days later the 4th
cairn was being eaten by the galloping
glacier, 400 feet in five days for an
average of 80 feet per day. Keith
Echelmeyer, research professor at the
University of Alaska-Fairbanks, estimated
that during peak surge in mid-summer the
Peters Glacier may have advanced 400
feet a day! Why did it happen?
Scientists believe that many Alaskan
glaciers surge on individual cycles,
roughly 15 to 100 years apart. They think
that water flowing between the glacier
and bedrock becomes blocked by ice.
This dam forces the water to build up
pressure and seek new channels. Eventually the water builds up enough
pressure to lubricate the glacier and cause
it to slip or surge forward on its water
bed. After several months the glacier's internal plumbing gets rearranged; water is
released; and it stops surging.
The Peters Glacier surge is the first
reported in the Alaska Range since the
32-mile long Muldrow Glacier advanced 4
miles in 1956-1957. When will the Peters
peter out? Only time will tell. ( —Robert
Butterfield)
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Galloping glacier

ANACOSTIA PARK, DC—The
children of the Anacostia Park Pavilion
in Washington, DC, celebrated one of
their happiest moments when twenty
pairs of roller skates arrived as promised
from the Billie Holiday Memorial Foundation Inc. The skates were presented by
Nicole Holiday, Billie Holiday's sister.
The Pavilion loans skates to children 13
years of age and under as part of the
park's on-going community program.
( —Dottie Benton)
MARTIN VAN BUREN NHS,
NY—Curator Carol E. Kohan recently
received a Heritage Award fom the Troy,
NY-based Federation of Historical Services for her "Historic Furnishings Report
for Lindenwald" (Van Buren estate
name). Kohan began her research upon
her arrival at the site as curator in 1980;
the writing started in 1984. The report
covers every aspect of the house's furnishings and the various people who lived
at Lindenwald over the years. The

Heritage Award program, in its third
year, gives out a cash award and certificate to recognize accomplishment and
encourage excellence in the history and
museum fields. The Federation is a
regional group, covering several upper
Hudson River Valley counties.
Kohan also has edited an article for
the January issue of New York History
magazine, "Martin Van Buren's Journey
Home in 1839: An Account by His Son,"
which is based on "one of the more interesting letters" she came across while
researching the "Furnishings" report.
Patricia West, museum technician at
MVB, penned an article that appeared in
the Museum Studies Journal (Fall 1986)
" The New Social History' And Historic
House Museums: The Lindenwald Example."
Site Note: MVB is starting to gear up
for its Grand Opening celebration of the
fully restored mansion on June 14—stay
tuned.
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LAVA BEDS NM, CA—On Women's
Equality Day, all the women at Lava
Beds met with the women of the local
Fish and Wildlife Service and the Forest
Service to celebrate achievements. An interpreter talked about Toby Riddle, a
Modoc Indian woman married to a white
man, who served as a translator during
the Modoc War. Toby stepped out of her
traditional role to warn the Peace Commissioners about the pending attack on
their lives. They ignored her because
women were not to meddle in men's affairs. The Women's Equality Day program marked a new effort to communicate women's history at Lava Beds
NM.
MWR—The Midwest Regional Office,
Saint. Croix NSR, and the Chequamegon
National Forest hosted the second annual
NPS Environmental Roundtable. This
convocation considered resource threat
resolution and other topics related to environmental problem-solving and
management. Among the agenda's
highlights was the presentation of the
Department of Interior's Resource Threat
Resolution Program. The Department is
urging bureaus to mitigate or eliminate
resource threats among themselves
through threat anticipation, avoidance,
and resolution. One of the keys to Under
Secretary Ann D. McLaughlin's implementation of the plan is field involvement and field initiative. ( —Terry
Cederstrom)
PADRE ISLAND NS, T X - O n October 9, Padre Island was hit with a
massive fish kill on the Gulf of Mexico
side as a result of a red tide that had
gradually worked its way down the
Texas coast from Galveston. The red tide
is a dinoflagellate plankton that has a
reddish tint and, under the right conditions, will divide and multiply by the
millions. The neurotoxin in such concentrations almost instantly kills any fish
coming into the area. With thousands of
dead fish on the beach and a strong
southeasterly wind, the Malaquite Beach
day use area was a very unpleasant place
to be. On October 16, the seashore
closed its facilities and the 63 miles of
Gulf beaches. It was estimated by the
Texas Parks and Wildlife Department
that 22 million fish had been killed by
that weekend. While the work of the
NPS continued, Padre Island became
very quiet for the next eight days. Then,
following three days of exceptionally high
tides, the seashore reopened October 24.
Subsequent strong cold fronts have
lowered the water temperatures, and the
red tide has disappeared.
( —Randall Wester & Robert G.
Whistler)
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BERING LAND BRIDGE NPr,
AK—Grazing—yes, it's permitted in
about 100 parks throughout the system.
But reindeer grazing? That's permitted
too, but in only one park—Bering Land
Bridge National Preserve's 2.7 million
acres. Reindeer originally came to the
area from Siberia, introduced to replace
native caribou as a red meat source for
Eskimos in 1892. Closely related to caribou, they are semi-domesticated and can
only be owned by native Alaskan
Eskimos. Six herds of some 8,000 reindeer
graze in the preserve. These are rounded
up in June by helicopter for inoculation
and antler cutting. Winter roundups are

handled with snowmobiles. Preserve staff
administer grazing permits, monitor herd
size and study carrying capacity. Lichen,
the principal winter food, is found
beneath the snow that the deer reach by
pawing. Although the herd's most important product is meat, the animals' new
antlers, with their velvet cover and
spongy interior are sold for Oriental
medicines.
An increasing caribou herd—200,000
animals—is now changing migration patterns. In time, this herd may occupy the
range and displace the reindeer within the
preserve. ( —Larry Rose)

MONTEZUMA CASTLE MN,
AZ—The monument staff recently received the following letter:
Dear Folks, Please put this rock back
by the monument. 1 was wrong taking it
and I'm sorry. You don't know how
sorry I am. Since the rock has been in
my possession, our new car was hit and
run, my father died, and a dog ran out in
front of our car ($300 damage, dog
killed), and last week some one tried to
kill our next door neighbor by bombing
his car. Our car was severely damaged in
the process. 1 am not a superstitious person but enough is enough. Besides, like I
said, I was wrong to take it.
Needless to say, the monument staff
knows there is another "Montezuma's
Revenge" to worry about!
—Steven K. Sandell Sr.

THEODORE ROOSEVELT INAUGURAL NHS, NY-Curator/Site
Manager Barbara Brandt was the recipient of the '86 (Owen B.) Augspurger
Award which recognizes her contribution
to the cause of local history in New
York's Erie County. She was selected by
the Buffalo and Erie County Historical
Society Board of Managers and received
a plaque at ceremonies on December 15.
Brandt has been a guiding force behind
the activities at TRI since 1972, and
among other things, has developed what
is considered to be the NAR's best
Volunteer-in-Parks program. The
Augspurger Award has been given out
since 1974. Its namesake was a Delaware
District councilman, local historian/writer
and past president of the Society's Board
of Managers.
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Elderhostelers enjoy guided walk

ZION NP, UT—Elderhostel, an educational program for older adults, used
Zion NP as its studyground this past fall.
The program, with its creative approach
to education, offers older citizens exciting
ways to develop new interests. Participants enjoy inexpensive, short-term
academic programs at colleges, universities and other educational institutions
around the world. Most Elderhostel programs last one week with participants living simply, but comfortably, in dormitories of the host institutions. Participants at Zion were housed in Zion
Lodge—operated by TW Services, the
NPS park concessioner. Elderhostelers attended classes at the park's nature center,
hiked trails, enjoyed guided walks and
evening programs and took one-day field
trips to ghost towns and other areas of
interest. For further information on the
program write Elderhostel, Attn:
Hostelships, 80 Boylston Street, Suite
400, Boston, MA 02116.

TUSKEGEE INSTITUTE NHS,

AL—The Iowa Patent Law Association
presented a plaque to the National Park
Service to commemorate Dr. George W.
Carver's induction into the Iowa Inventors' Hall of Fame. The plaque was accepted by Tuskegee Institute National
Historic Site's Superintendent, Willie C.
Madison. The ceremony was held October 17 at Des Moines, Iowa, at the
IPLA annual meeting.
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Wrangell-St. Elias NP&Pr

WRANGELL-ST. ELIAS NP&Pr,

AK—A world class natural event took
place in Alaska this past summer—the
rapid surging of the Hubbard Glacier that
sealed off Russell Fjord. Over 70 miles
long, the Hubbard is North America's
largest tidewater glacier. At the end of
May, the surge of the glacier closed off
Russell Fjord, creating the largest ice
darned lake in the world and trapping a
variety of marine mammals. The Valarie
Glacier, a tributary to the Hubbard,
moved at up to 130 feet per day causing
the Hubbard to advance more than a
mile
According to the USGS, the Hubbard
is only one of about 20 glaciers that are
presently surging along Alaska's north
gulf coast. Scientists don't fully understand why these glaciers are suddenly
moving forward rapidly, while others in

the area are not surging. One thing being
looked at is the possibility that surges are
triggered by unusually deep snowpacks
on the tops of the glaciers.
Russell Lake outburst through the ice
dam on October 7, and had returned to
sea level by October 9. Prior to the outburst, the lake had reached a level of 82
feet above sea level.
The advance of the Hubbard is part of
a long-term cycle of advance and retreat.
About 800 years ago, the glacier extended
all the way to the sea at the mouth of
Yakutat Bay some 30 miles from its current terminus. Over the next several hundred years this cycle may be repeated.
How soon the Hubbard will close off
Russell Fjord again is not known. It could
be next spring, or it could take several
years. ( —Vaughn Baker)
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FORT SMITH NHS, AR —There was
standing room only in Judge Isaac C.
Parker's Courtroom on September 13 for
the celebration of Fort Smith's 25th anniversary. The crowds arrived early to
see a reenactment of the famous trial of
Cherokee Bill. The event, organized by
the Sebastian County Bar Association,
featured bewhiskered Judge H. Franklin
Waters, U.S. District Court, Western
District of Arkansas, as Judge Parker and
the U.S. attorney Mike Fitzhugh as Prosecutor J. B. McDonough. Local attorneys, the city newspaper editor, a city
director, and other citizens in period
costumes played parts in the trial.
Over 2,000 visitors heard the guilty
verdict and Judge Parker's long statement
to the unrepentant Crawford Goldsby,
alias Cherokee Bill, with the words, "I
sentence you to be hanged by the neck
until you are dead. . .Tuesday,
September 10, 1895." Park visitors had a
refresher course in history when they
were told Cherokee Bill had killed an innocent bystander during a general store
robbery in Lenapa, Cherokee Nation.
After his conviction, on April 13, 1895,
while awaiting the outcome of an appeal
to the Supreme Court, he killed again,
gunning down Deputy Marshal Keating.
Along with the action in the courtroom, there were other festivities that included turn-of-the-century horse carts and
wagons and people in period costume. In

NPS People
Herbert T. Yazhe has been named
superintendent of Canyon de Chelly National Monument, AZ, officially assuming the post he has held in an "acting"
capacity since July, according to
Southwest Regional Director John E.
Cook. "Herb's appointment marks the
culmination of a dream former
Superintendent Guillet and I shared years
ago," Cook said, "the day when a Navajo becomes superintendent of Canyon de
Chelly." Yazhe replaces Roger Siglin
who transferred to Gates of the Arctic
National Park and Preserve in Alaska.
Yazhe, 48, will have oversight of some of
the most spectacular canyon scenery in
the Southwest. The 83,400-acre monument preserves prehistoric dwellings nestled below towering cliffs or perched on
high ledges and the present-day Navajo
homes scattered along the canyon floors
on the sprawling Navajo Reservation.
Thomas E. Henry, for the past nine
years a senior staff at ranger Bryce Canyon National Park, will move little more
than an hour's drive away to become
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Prosecutor ]. B. McDonough implores jury to bring the full weight of the law down on Cherokee
Bill

honor of Arkansas' statehood sesquincentennial, Eastern National Park
and Monument Association introduced a
commemorative cachet featuring all the
Arkansas national parks. And the U.S.
Post Office had a customer representative
on-site to hand-cancel envelopes with a
commemorative stamp. By the end of a

hard day's work, our starring federal
judge was anxious to remove his beard
and get to the Razorback football game
and Cherokee Bill was allowed to return
to work at J.C. Penney's. But the crowd
made them promise to come back and
hold the trial again next year.

superintendent of Cedar Breaks National
Monument in southern Utah. His duties
will include management of the Kolob
Canyons section of Zion National Park.
Cedar Breaks functions under the administrative wing of Zion NP. Henry succeeds Russell C. Alderson, who last summer was named superintendent of Klondike Gold Rush National Historic Site in
Alaska.

Littlefield for working with Michiana Industries in the employment of
predominately handicapped and learningdisabled persons. In addition, Deputy
Regional Director Randall R. Pope
presented a plaque for special
achievements in the area of equal opportunity to Associate Regional Director
John Kawamoto. Maintenance Mechanic
Foreman Richard Lusardi of Lincoln
Home received a plaque noting his selection as winner of the 1985 Roy E.
Appleman-Henry A. Judd Award, and
Jefferson NEM Historian Don James received a Special Achievement Award for
his special interpretive efforts.
Ed Rodriguez, superintendent at
Amistad Recreation Area since 1975, and
his boss, NPS Southwest Regional Director John E. Cook, traded 30-year pins in
a Santa Fe ceremony recently. "You
pinned the first National Park Service
badge on me and now I get to return the
favor," said Rodriguez, giving Cook a pin
for 30 years of government service. Cook
then pinned Rodriguez with a 30-year
service pin.
In recognition of his outstanding support of the Hispanic Employment Program and achievement in the recruitment

AWARDS
One of the highlights of the 1986
Midwest Regional Superintendents' Conference was the awards luncheon during
which six persons were cited for exceptional performances in a variety of activities. NPS Deputy Director Denis P.
Galvin presented Regional Director's
Awards for outstanding performance involving environmental, fiscal, and human
resources to: Lincoln Home Historian
George Painter for his contributions to
the literature about Abraham Lincoln;
Cuyahoga Valley Park Ranger Philip
Hastings for building the park's VIP program into the fifth largest in the NPS;
and Indiana Dunes Chief Ranger Richard
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of Hispanic students, Herman Sanchez,
President of the Greater Los Angeles
Hispanic Employment Program Managers
Council, presented Mo Khan with the
Outstanding Community Award of the
Year.
James Tarnow, a maintenance worker
at Indiana Dunes NL, was selected by the
park's Incentive Awards Committee to
receive the Employee of the Quarter
award for the period ending September
1986. Born a Hoosier, Tarnow is a
10-year employee of the park and also a
Vietnam veteran. He takes naturally to
the park environment; enjoys hiking and
working with wood.
Phil Morrill, Loren L. Long, Jr., and
George E. Davidson, Jr., three Capitol
Reef NP employees, have received Special
Achievement Awards. Long's award cited
his leadership in using park-owned equipment to reopen the Scenic Drive damaged
by floods in July 1985, rather than contracting for repairs. Davidson, Chief of
Interpretation and Information Services,
and Maintenance Worker Phil Morrill
worked together to create a new outdoor
amphitheater for summer visitor programs.
Davidson secured private funds for
building materials, and prepared a conceptual design for the installation. Morrill
then engineered it into a finished product,
complete with huge projection screen that
swivels up to look like the roof of a
historic building when not in use.
Hector Hernandez, maintenance
worker at Big Bend NP, received a third
place award certificate for 1986 and $75
from the National Society for Park
Resources (NSPR) as the result of an idea
(rope reeling for center line striping) he
had contributed to an edition of Grist.
The NSPR Annual Grist Awards Program has been an activity of Park Practice during its 29-year history, and each
year the society honors those it considers
to have submitted the best ideas to Grist.
The award to the William O. Douglas
Outdoor Classroom read: "Take Pride in
America, this Land Is Your Land. The
National Park Service presents this award
to the William O. Douglas Outdoor
Classroom. You have taught the 'Take
Pride in America' ethic to thousands of
Americans through your support of environmental education at the Santa
Monica Mountains National Recreation
Area." (signed) William Penn Mott, Jr.,
Director, October 1986. Accepting the
award on behalf of the William O.
Douglas Outdoor Classroom (WODOC)
was its founder and director, Sooky
Goldman. Holding the award proudly
and high enough for all to see, she
thanked the NPS and asked each
WODOC member to express their feelings about their volunteer work for
WODOC in the Santa Monica Mountains
NRA. WODOC does this with an em-
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phasis on inner city children, providing
classroom preparation prior to their outdoor experience. Activities introduce
terms and concepts children will learn
during their visit. WODOC is a private,
non-profit environmental organization
that started providing services to the people of Los Angeles in the spring of 1981.
On September 1, William Victor Martin, maintenance mechanic foreman at
Petersburg NB, received his 30-year service pin. Vic began his government service
with a two-year hitch in the Navy,
followed by two more years as a civilian
photographer in a Navy electronics
branch. Maintenance positions at Cabrillo
NM, Channel Islands NP, Joshua Tree
NM, and Colonial NHP preceded Vic's
coming to Petersburg.
Director Mott was a special guest at
the official 1986 World Series (North
Atlantic) Regional Superintendents' Conference held in the final days of last October. He presented the Region's
Superintendent-of-the-Year Award to
Edison NHS Supt. Roy W. Weaver.
Weaver was cited for his help and planning last year in recovering thousands of
stolen artifacts from the Edison collection
and for seeing to it that two private
citizens, instrumental in making the
recovery possible, were appropriately
commended with Secretarial Awards. In
addition, the Grand Junction, CO native
found time for the Glenmont Home
restoration and the beginning of the
Edison Centennial celebration. (By the
time you read this in February, Weaver
will have returned to the West as
superintendent at Nez Perce NHP,
Idaho.)
Minute Man NHP Supt. Bob Nash
handed out the NAR Park Person-of-theYear Award to curator Lynne
Leopold-Sharp, saying, "Lynne accomplishes more in her part-time
(24-hour) schedule than most of us do in
60 hours."
Retiring North Atlantic Regional Chief
of Interpretation Bruce McHenry gave
out NAR's Freeman Tilden Award to
Lowell NHP Interpretation Chief, George
Price. Price thanked his previous
superiors for teaching him things. He
commented, "John Burchill (Boston NHP
Supt., formerly Lowell Supt.) taught me
how to be a Boston politician and Sandy
Walter (current Lowell Supt.) has added a
touch of California girl to my repertoire."
NAR Director Herb Cables, Jr., (battling laryngitis caught two days earlier at
the Statute of Liberty Centennial gathering), presented Acting Associate Regional
Director (Management and Operations)
Marie Rust with the Regional Person-ofthe-Year Award. Cables quoted Gateway
Supt. Bob Mcintosh, who nominated
Rust, saying, "Marie is always there to
help when you need her"—(unlike Bill

Buckner or Bob Stanley). Servicewide
reminder: MLB pitchers and catchers
report at the end of this month.

Special
People
Corporal Bearss
returns to Antietam
Barry Mackintosh
Bureau Historian, WASO

Bearss in the thick of the action (photo by
Rowland Bowers)

Faithful Courier readers will recall the
account, in the September 1985 issue, of
an unusual Antietam National Battlefield
tour led by Chief Historian Edwin C.
Bearss. On that occasion Ed's audience
included the Secretary of the Army, the
Army's Chief of Staff, and more top
generals than were present at the historic
battle in 1862.
This past Veterans Day the former
Marine corporal marched another
unique—if less star-studded—contingent
around Antietam. This time Ed's command comprised 35 National Park Service
officials, family members, and guests.
Among them were Director Bill Mott;
Jerry Rogers, Associate Director for
Cultural Resources; Rob Wallace, Assistant Director for Legislative and Congressional Affairs; Larry Aten, Interagency
(continued, next page)
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Resources Division Chief; Chief Anthropologist Doug Scovill; and Chief
Curator Ann Hitchcock, who had persuaded Ed to treat his colleagues to one
of his renowned battlefield tours.
A special guest was William H.
Webster, Director of the FBI. Webster's
great-grandfather, it happens, was a
brigade commander killed at the Battle of
Perryville, Kentucky, a month after Antietam. The FBI Director accompanied the
group with particular interest and afterward invited Ed to review his personal
collection of Colonel Webster's papers.

may have been influenced more by
knowledge that they would never hear
the end of it if they failed to show or
retreated before day's end. Some of the
spouses and offspring present were surely
either lying or deranged when they professed to enjoy their soggy holiday afield.
But there were few deserters, and the applause at the end reflected genuine admiration and appreciation for Ed's latest
tour de force.
A word of advice from this participant: when the next opportunity for a
battlefield trek with the Chief Historian
arises—even in a blizzard—don't miss it!

Ed's audience will remember the occasion as much for the weather as for his
spirited oratory. When the day broke
cold and pouring rain, the macho exMarine was undaunted, of course, but he
expected few to join him on the field of
battle. Clearly impressed by the large
turnout, he refrained from taunting those
who shivered beneath umbrellas as the
rain pelted down throughout the day
(characteristically, he eschewed such unmilitary protection himself).
It is not certain that all who came and
endured were motivated by intense interest in the Battle of Antietam. From
whispers heard within the crowd, a few

E&dfl news and notes
Historic listing is new E&AA benefit
As a benefit of membership, E&AA is
pleased to offer the "Historic Listing of
National Park Service Officials as of May
1, 1986," for $3 a copy.
Harold Danz, Associate Regional
Director for Administration, Rocky
Mountain Region, compiled this recent
update, using as a starting point the
document "National Park Service Officials" of March 1, 1972. The 1972
publication was the centennial edition,
prepared by Howard W. Baker, Assistant
to the Director. This, in turn, grew out
of a listing originally compiled by Hillory
A. Tolson, Assistant Director, on January
1, 1964, with a July 1, 1969, revision
prepared by Howard Baker. Harold Danz
voluntarily assumed responsibility for
bringing the information for the past 14
years up to date. E&AA appreciates
Harold's work and feels the listing will be
of immense value to members as they
trace their careers and those of their
many friends in the Service.
William Penn Mott, Jr., Director, has
issued instructions to the Washington Office, regional offices, and superintendents,
requesting that they regularly notify
Frances Reynolds, recently retired from
Rocky Mountain Region, of all career
changes and other significant data that
develop in the future. As one of her
retirement projects, Frances has graciously volunteered to keep the Historic Listing
current and will appreciate everyone's
help with this task.
For a copy of the Historic Listing,
remit $3 to E&AA Treasurer, Maureen
M . Hoffman, P . O . Box 1490, Falls
Church, VA 22041. Orders will be filled
and sent out immediately.
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Sample listing

YELLOWSTONE NATIONAL PARK, W Y O M I N C - M O N T A N A - 1 D A H O
(Established 3/01/1872)
5/10/1872 to-1/18/1877
4/18/1977 to 4/01/1882
4/01/1882 to 9/09/1884

Nathaniel P. Langford, Supt
Philetus W, Norris, Supt.
Patrick H Conger, Supt.

UNDER THE WAR DEPARTMENT
Capt Moses Harris, Act'g. Supt.
Capt. Frazier Augustus Boutelle,
Act'g. Supt.

8/20/1886 to 6/01/1889
6/01/1889 to 2/15/1891

UNDER THE DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR
10/15/16 to 6/09/19
6/09/19 to 1/11/29
2/01/29 to 2/25/36
2/25/36 to 5/24/36
5/24/36 to 1 1/01/56
11/01/56 to 2/15/64
3/03/64 to 1 0/08/67
10/08/67 to 7/22/76
8/03/75 to 9/19/82

Chester A. Lindsley, Act'g. Supt
Horace M. Albright, Supt.
Roger W o l c o t t Toll. Supt.
John W. Emmert. Act'g. Supt.'
Edmund B Rogers, Supt
Lemuel A Garrison, Supt
lohn S McLaughlin, Supt.
lack K. Anderson, Supt.
John A. Townsley, Supt

I remit my check in the amount of $
for
copy(ies) at $3 per copy of the "Historic
Listing of National Park Service Officials, May 1, 1986."

(Name)
(Address)
(City)

(State)

(Zip)

Because I am not a member of the E&AA I also enclose my membership check in the amount
of $
Annual Membership is $10; Life is $100. (Life can be paid in a lump sum, $25
a year for four years, or $20 a year for five years). Second Century-$200. Supporting
Donor-$500. Founder-$l,0O0. (E&AA will apply your $100 for Life membership toward your
Second Century status; likewise your $200 for Second Century toward Supporting Donor
status, etc.)
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Retired
NAR Looks to Replace
More Than a Century of
Service
Multi-retirements have broken up that
North Atlantic Region (NAR) gang of
ours. Four men, totalling a century of
service, recently retired, while a fifth,
with 30 more years experience, will leave
soon.
Richard S. "Dick" Tousley, Regional
Associate RD for Management and
Operations, retired as of last November.
The Green Bay, WI native began his NPS
detail at Mt. Rainier NP in 1954. His
"textbook" NPS life eventually took him
to Muir Woods, Grand Portage and
Dinosaur Monuments (each as superintendent) before Washington beckoned. As
Chief of Ranger Services, he assembled
one of the finest all around staffs that office has ever seen, especially in the communications realm. He served there five
years before going back into the field as
top man at Assateague Island NS.
Tousley joined NAR in November 1981
at his Associate RD position. The University of Minnesota grad and his wife
recently moved from Massachusetts to
Fairfax, VA.
You can count on finding retiree
Douglas Bruce McHenry hiking around
Yellowstone some time this year. Big deal
you say? It will be to Bruce, who has
been NAR's Chief of Interpretation since
1980. You see he retired at the end of
January and he's determined to get to
Yellowstone, because even though he's
been an official tree hugger since
mid-1951 (started as a laborer, okay, garbage man, at Yosemite), he's (Sshhhh!)
never been to the world's first national
park. Once, many years ago while at
Grand Teton, he passed up a chance to
drive north on a day trip because he "had
paperwork to do." There's a lesson there
for everyone I
Bruce's tours of duty have taken him
to Rocky Mountain NP (where he was a
seasonal "paid by the government to hike
into the mountains all day"), Colonial
NHP, Rock Creek Nature Center (NCR),
Grand Canyon, Big Bend, Shenandoah
and Everglades NPs, usually under a park
naturalist title, making good use of his BS
wildlife management and ecology degrees
from U. of Wyoming (yup, even went to
school in the state) and his MS from
Utah State. He came to NAR in May
1974 as the Regional Naturalist. Except
for the Yellowstone gap in his park experience, the Stillwater, OK native has
always been a few "finger and toe" steps
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ahead of the rest of us. His dad was one
of the first ranger naturalists during the
Depression era, so Bruce is the consummate "park brat." One of his most
delightful theatrical ploys to illustrate
NPS history is to dress up in his dad's old
uniform and pretend to be "Junior Ranger
Naturalist Donald McHenry" circa 1932.
Bruce's roots are too deep to just retire,
so he says he'll be doing some NPS consulting work during the coming months.
Leonard A. "Len" Frank, NAR Division Chief of Resource Management and
Visitor Protection, has ended a 26-year
NPS career that he began as a ranger at
Everglades NP in 1960. He served at
Virgin Islands NP, Death Valley NM and
Oregon Caves NM before becoming
superintendent at Muir Woods NM in
1969. The Wisconsin native—born in
Cazenovia, raised in Reedsburg—was also
a Grand Canyon concessions specialist
before coming to the newly created NAR
in April 1974 in his present post. He currently lives in Nashua, NH.
Timothy "Tim" Donahue, Chief of
Labor, Management and Employee Relations, has retired from NPS after 12 years
in the NAR personnel office. When NAR
opened in April 1974, Tim was first Chief
of Classification. He came over to NPS
after 19 years in the Air Force. He was an
advocate of delegating responsibility to
park managers and initiated the employee
incentive award program. Donahue, according to one superior, was usually on
the "support" side of administrative actions as opposed to the "control" side.
Born in Methuen, MA, Donahue now
lives in York, ME with his wife. They
have five children.
Lastly, after 30 NPS years, Associate
RD for Administration Larry J. Hovig
will be retiring sometime this spring. As
of this pre-Christmas writing, his retirement date is not yet definite.

after 33 years of federal service.
Mohlhenrich, a native of Maryland with
a bachelor's and master's degree from the
University of New Mexico, joined the
NPS in 1955 as a seasonal fire guard at
Bandelier NM, followed by three summers as a ranger at Shadow Mountain
NRA; in 1959, he accepted his first permanent position as a park ranger at
Haleakala NP. Among his many
achievements, Mohlhenrich organized the
first cooperating association (at Flaming
Gorge NRA) that included the U.S.
Forest Service, thus setting a precedent in
the NPS. Mohlhenrich said, "It has been
enormously satisfying to be part of the
NPS family and be involved in explaining
the natural and human history to the
public."

Jerry D. Wagers, Lake Mead NRA
superintendent for the past ten years, has
retired after 30 years of federal service.
Wagers, a native of northern California
with a bachelor's and master's degree
from U.C. Berkeley, joined the NPS in
1958 as a historian at Fort Vancouver
NM. He then served at Jefferson National
Expansion Memorial, the Stephen T.
Mather Training Center in Harpers Ferry,
and Fire Island, New York City Group.
In 1971, Wagers was appointed as
District Director with management
responsibility for 14 NPS areas in the
states of New York and New Jersey.
While in New York, he received the
Department of the Interior's Meritorious
Service Award.
John S. Mohlhenrich, Lake Mead
NRA Chief Park Interpreter for the past
3Vi years, has announced his retirement

Former National Park Superintendent
Edward Dixon Freeland died November
16, 1986, at Innisfree, his home near
Calistoga, CA.
Born on his father's farm in Pennsylvania on August 16, 1901, he came
with his parents to Corning, CA, where
he grew up. During World War I he
served with the U.S. Navy in France. On
September 30, 1922, he married Beatrice
Blanchard, a third-generation native of
San Francisco and a musician who was
teaching in the Corning schools.
The summer of 1923, when both
Freelands were temporary rangers in
Yosemite, was the start of a long career
with the National Park Service. While
they were in Yosemite their two children,
Phyllis and Dixon, were born. In 1929
Horace Albright selected Freeland for

Deaths
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Carlsbad Caves National Monument, as
chief ranger, to build a uniformed ranger
force. As the area gained park status, the
Freelands created the first interpretive
program, the bat flight talk; and Freeland
and Carroll Miller discovered the Lake of
the Clouds Room, the lowest elevation in
the cave.
In 1931 Freeland was named
superintendent of Wind Cave National
Park, where he remained for 8 years, administering Jewel Cave and the Badlands,
and laying the groundwork with Gutzon
Borglum for the later inclusion of Mount
Rushmore in the System. In Wind Cave,
all of the present stone-and-stucco
buildings date from this period of CCC
and other public works programs.
Three years in St. Augustine, FL,
followed, when Freeland fostered the
development of historic and archeological
interpretation at Castillo de San Marcos,
Fort Matanzas, Fort Jefferson, and five
other historic areas in the short-lived
Southeastern National Monuments. Immediately after Pearl Harbor, in January
1942, he became the second superintendent of Shenandoah National Park. He
guided that area through the lean war
years and the sudden great increase in
visitation after V-J Day.
When Jackson Hole National Monument was added to the original Grand
Teton National Park in 1950, Freeland
was posted there as superintendent. Three
years later the Freelands "came home" to
Lassen Volcanic, where they retired in
October 1961.
Mr. Freeland's contributions to the
Service included the training and encouragement of many men who later
served in key positions in parks, regional
offices, and WASO. He had no favorite
division; a ranger himself, he was a friend
and partisan of interpretation, and
thoroughly understood the roles and
problems of maintenance.
A lifelong lover of trees and animals,
Mr. Freeland, upon retirement, created a
forest haven at Innisfree, and a welcoming home for countless good friends near
and far who enjoyed the Freelands'
hospitality. A practical and gifted craftsman, he first enlarged and rebuilt their
house, then turned to restoration of fine
antique furniture, clocks and parlor
organs. He donated his skill and art to
churches, hospitals, schools and museums
in the Napa Valley, and for 5 years
taught a furniture-restoration course at
Napa State College. He early aligned
himself with local conservation interests,
was a charter member and officer of Upper Napa Valley Associates (formed to
preserve the national values of the
valley), and an advisor to Bothe-Napa
Valley State Park and the old Bale Mill.
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He was a volunteer driver for the American
Cancer Society, and a member of the
Napa Historical Society, Napa Landmarks, California Native Plant Society,
AARP, NARFE, and the NPS Employees
and Alumni Association, as well as
numerous national conservation organizations.
In 1972 the Freelands made a Golden
Wedding trip to England and France,
visiting Bordeaux and Pauillac where he
was stationed in 1917 and 1918; and on
their 60th anniversary, 16 members of
their family gathered with them in
Yosemite to celebrate their long marriage
and enjoy their reminiscences.
E. D. Freeland leaves his wife,
Beatrice, his daughter, Phyllis F. Broyles,
and his son Dixon Blanchard Freeland,
who retired three years ago from Hyde
Park-Vanderbilt Mansion. His son-in-law,
Roth well P. Broyles, retired last May
from Pinnacles National Monument. Two
grandsons and a grandson-in-law are in
the NPS: Paul R. Broyles of Big Cypress
National Reserve, Dixon David Freeland
of National Capital Parks, and Robert
Sampsell of Assateague Island National
Seashore. His four granddaughters are
Alice F. Cathell of Maryland, Serra F.
Sampsell of Assateague, Beatrice B.
Anderson of Castle Rock, CO, and
Elizabeth B. Rivera of Areata, CA. There
are 8 great-grandchildren.
By Mr. Freeland's own wish, there
was no funeral service. Friends wishing to
honor his memory may consider a donation to the Education Fund of the E&AA,
or to their local hospice group.

Dear Bill:

Mary Cody, 83, died September 26, in
Easton, PA. Prior to her retirement in
1978, she worked for the NPS at the
Statue of Liberty. Surviving are a
daughter, Joan Daly, and five grandchildren. Letters of condolence may be
sent to her daughter at RD#1, Box #3,
White House Station, NJ 08889.
Eula Hopper, wife of George T. Hopper, recently notified E&AA of her husband's death at age 86, on August 13,
1984. George Hopper's Park Service
career took him to Glacier NP from
1941-43, and to Lassen Volcanic NP
where he served as engineer and assistant
superintendent. He retired from Lassen
after 31 years of federal service, which included time spent in the Forest Service.
On April 2, 1977, he married Eula E.
Rupp, who worked in Glacier from 1945
to 1973 and retired as an assistant in the
personnel office. Hopper is survived by
his widow, two stepchildren, nine grandchildren, eight great grandchildren, and a
sister. Mrs. Hopper resides at 873 First
Avenue, E. N., Kalispell, MT 59901.

I have just read the October Courier. It is
an exceptionally worthwhile issue, and I'd
like to write to several authors commending their contributions, but my letter
writing capabilities are very limited. I'll
write just this one to you.
I have been glad to note that you are
wearing the NPS uniform in "the field."
Steve Mather and I wore our uniforms
when in or near a national park. I think
Cammerer and Demaray had uniforms
and rarely wore them. Of course, Bill
Whalen and Gary Everhardt wore
uniforms when they were rangers or
higher in rank in national parks, and so
did Russ Dickenson, but don't think they
wore them as directors. I doubt that
Newt Drury, Conrad Wirth and George
Hartzog ever had a uniform.
I have had several messages favorably
commenting on your use of the uniform
and I certainly rejoice in your use of it.
You probably do not remember Ansel
Hall when he was Chief Naturalist with
offices in Hilgard Hall on the Berkley
Campus of the University of California.
He wore his uniform all the time, even
on the streets of San Francisco. This inspired favorable comments and Mather

Margaret Rose Merrill, 82, wife of
W.K. Merrill, died in Olympia, WA, on
August 2. She was the author of the
famous Bears in My Kitchen. In addition,
she and her husband, Bill, wrote several
publications that appeared as Outdoor
Life Book Club selections. E&AA is
grateful to Mrs. Daniel J. Tobin, Jr., who
sent a donation to the Education Trust
Fund in Margaret Merrill's memory,
thereby alerting E&AA to Margaret's
passing. In responding to E&AA's letter
of condolence, her husband replied: "... It
is heartening to know that the E&AA and
NPS friends care. My Margaret was
loved throughout the Service by those
she came into contact with. We met at
the Ranger's Club in Yosemite National
Park and would have been married 56
years had she lived. I miss my sweetheart
of 55 years terribly. It has been difficult
to cope without her help. She was a real
Ranger's wife, always cheerful and
helpful." Those wishing to write to Mr.
Merrill may send their messages of condolence to him at 1411 Blvd. Park Drive,
Panorama City, Lacey, Washington
98503. Memorial donations may be sent
to the Education Trust Fund, E&AA,
P.O. Box 1490, Falls Church, VA 22041.

(Editor's note: The following letter was
sent to Director Mott by Horace
Albright. I thought you might enjoy it.)
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and I praised him for his love of the
uniform. Of course, there were a few
who remember that he probably had no
other clothes! Perhaps so, because he had
six children to care for. Remember, Bill,
the Park Service may be the only federal
government agency with a family having
triplets. I think June Hall's triplets were
born during my directorship. She and
Ansel had two or three other children
born before the triplets. June is still alive
and in Oakland and so are all six offspring.
I was pleased with the Courier's article
on concessions. I agree with his remarks.
I was always in favor of concessions, and
see no sign of the expressed opposition by
them which one reads about from time to
time. We always invited them to our conferences as we did officials of railways
reaching national parks and officials of
items supporting national parks.
Keep up your good work, but, don't
overdo and find yourself in a condition
similar to mine.
I note your report on your Horace
Albright Fund. Congratulations on your
success. I'm deeply touched by Lawrence
Rockefeller's grant and strong interest. I
assume you have made it clear that I had
nothing to do with the fund.
With warmest and kind regards.
Faithfully,
Horace Albright

ANNOUNCEMENT
The West Dean International
Summer School is arranged annually
for professionals, and experienced
amateurs in architectural conservation and historic preservation. Held
at West Dean College, near
Chichester, England, it is primarily
residential. The principal theme of
this year's program is "The Grand
Interior: stately, entertaining and
residential." The week's program
covers the principles and philosophy
of conservation, and the contribution
of research, surveying and documentation. The cost is 410 pounds sterling. For more information contact
Gary T. Scott, Regional Historian,
NCR, 1100 Ohio Drive SW,
Washington, DC 20242.
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From the Editor*
Several months ago, I spent a pleasant
morning with Phil and Bob Jacobsen. The
conversation turned, as it always does
with me, to the Courier. Phil was puzzled, as many of you have been, about
the long period of time that elapses between the date material appears on my
desk and the time the authors see it in print.
"Why can't the Courier be more timely,"
all of you have wondered. "Why do we
have to rush to get you our material
when the newsletter doesn't come for
another two months?"
There are a number of factors. I
shared them with Phil and would like to
share them with you.
A typical publication schedule for the
Courier runs as follows: at the first of the
month, I review all the material collected
for an issue, then edit (and often cleantype) those articles that I am going to
use, a process that requires approximately
four days. Rick Lewis, our graphics artist,
then writes up his instructions for
typesetting (approximately a three-day
lapse here), and posts the package to our
Baltimore typesetter. At this point,
almost two weeks have passed since
Courier authors first met their deadlines.
Another week and a half passes before
the first set of rough galleys, used for
proofreading, are returned to my office.
Correcting these requires another two or
three days (I confess the job takes longer
when I include as much material in the
Courier as I have lately). Following this
time lapse, the typesetter gets to try
again. Rick returns the corrected galleys
to Baltimore where they vanish from
sight for another week and a half, returning in the form of repro galleys, used by
Rick for layout and design.
By now, more than five weeks have
elapsed between manuscript submission
and the commencement of layout. A final
week and a half is required for this last
stage; again the time lapse depends on
how much material I ask Rick to squeeze
into a slim 44 pages. Then, at long last,
with many fond farewells from editor and
graphics artist, the camera-ready copy is
posted to the print plant, that, given the
mysterious workings of the Government
Printing Office, is located in Philadelphia.
Printing and delivery consumes another
seven work days at best.
Of course, occasionally, there are
catastrophes. One of these occurred during the printing of the September issue.
The binding machine that secures the
pages broke down (I suppose it balked at
the thickness of the issue), which threw
off the schedule yet another week.
Then there are special circumstances
and acts of God that have their own im-

pact. Take, for example, the November
Courier. That issue was the result of
coast-to-coast design work, the efforts of
the Western Region mingled with those of
Washington, all handled via mail and
telephone. Efforts such as these have to
be calculated into the schedule, and, of
course, there is room for an overly eager
editor to underestimate the length of time
a task requires. Finally, don't forget that
the newsletter has to be mailed in bulk to
the regions, and, from the regions, goes
to the parks—not the speediest process,
certainly, and one that occasionally
results in mysterious, unmarked boxes
hibernating in little-used corners of a
mailroom until a curious employee opens
them up.
Given factors such as these, plus the
limited staff (officially Rick and myself,
although the Courier certainly could not
appear without the generously
volunteered time of those who write the
articles) the fact that the Courier is compiled and comes out regularly every
month seems something of a miracle to
me on occasion. Of course, there isn't
much time to stand in awe of this fact,
because long before any one issue returns
from the printers, we are all busily working on the next.
These are a few of the conditions that
regulate the Courier. There are others
also. And, as may be expected, any one
set-back slows everything else. But I am
optimistic—that I will be able to develop
ways to streamline the process eventually—and grateful for your patience as
I continue to experiment with options.

Mesa Spring
Golf Reunion
Mesa, Arizona was unanimously selected
to host the "1987 Spring Golf Reunion"
for the second time. Also for the second
time, the reunion will be held at the
Arizona Golf Resort (formerly Golden
Hills Golf Resort). Reserve April 13 to
April 16. This one will be special! Speaking of special, a "special package" will
cover the entire reunion—from a
Welcome Reception and a Hospitality
Room to Golf and the Reunion Dinner.
Come early and stay late! Special low
rates will apply to extended stays. More
detailed information will be forthcoming.
Inquiries may be sent to: Ray Martinez,
8001 E. Broadway, #6450, Mesa, AZ
85208
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Chats with
oMadame G...
...Or Adventures In E&AAI!

Communication, darlings, it's the cornerstone of life. And the beauty of communication is that it tends to come in so
very many different and interesting
forms.
First of all, there is the Walt Dabney
approach. At the Ranger Rendevous in
October, he and a companion, children
in tow, showed up at the raffle. Walt's
daughter, Alexis, practically a babe in
arms, played happily on the floor with
the other man's son while Walt observed
the scene. Finally, with genteel charm, he
picked up a rifle that was being raffled
off, and aimed it (in a friendly fashion, of
course) at his companion. Then, in that
Texas drawl of his, (playfully, we're sure)
he exclaimed: "When your boy gets old
enough to come courting my Alexis, you
can bet I'm going to be there!" The
children didn't seem to consider this
observation much of a threat. Showing
how much they paid attention, they ignored him and went right on playing.
Dixie Tourangeau, a public affairs personality in Boston, has his own brand of
communication. He calls it the taffy syndrome—the art of stretching unbelievable
facts to impossible limits. "We can stretch
anything," he challenges. Madame
wonders how she can put such a fine
talent to best use . . . She's sure she can
come up with something.
Too often, even the very best efforts
at communication result in utter embarassment for one or both parties.
Christopher Mullady (pronounced milady) and Tom Vint (one-time chief of
the old Office of Design and Construction) once were planning a trip to a park
site. Vint called the superintendent's
secretary and requested her to make
reservations at the local hotel "for
Mullady and me." She did as asked, but
when Vint showed up for his hotel room
and was shown a double, he wanted to
know where Mullady was to sleep. "Why
with you, sir," was the answer. "Don't
you want to stay with your wife?"
Tom Vint had to confront the issue of
communication more than once during
his NPS career. One day he asked his
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secretary to get Phil on the line. She
heard "Bill" and called Philadelphia,
thinking that Bill Cabot was the
gentleman Vint wished to speak to. Once
both men had been connected, each
waited for the other to speak first. The
misunderstanding quickly became clear.
"Social error," the secretary casually
breezed when Vint brought the mix-up to
her attention.
Holly Bundock admits, with some
chagrin, to an unsuccessful communications attempt of her own. While in the
North Atlantic Region, she tried to get
Superintendent Wilhelmina Harris on
tape as she told her colorful stories about
the Adams House. In order to accomplish
this, Holly slipped in with a pocket tape
recorder. As usual, the tour was a success, and the young woman was certain
she had captured something wonderful
for the archives. But when she checked
the tape, what did she find?!. . . Only
her own giggle had been recorded.
Sometimes communication occurs on
levels far deeper than speech. During the
many years Bob and Phil Jacobsen were
contemplating building a house outside
Luray, they would make the trip up to
the top of the hill where they planned to
build their home. There they sat together

Letters
To the Editor:
I read the October, 1986 issue of the
Courier with mixed feelings, but I hope a
willingness to keep an open (though admittedly skeptical) mind—to read carefully what was being written. The thoughtful comments of those writing of associations with American Indian cultures and
religions reinforces the belief that those
cultures often had both beauty and common sense as a basis. Notably the quote
from Bill Fields—"We must all see
ourselves as part of this earth, not as an
enemy. . ."
But open as I may seek to keep my
mind—to new ideas, to the exciting,
wonderful possibilities of the human
mind's capabilities—my life still requires a
reasonableness and honesty in evaluating
everything I must face. Who could deny
that there are occurrences that at least
seem to defy explanation. But the basis
for where we are today as an intelligent
and civilized society is a process of objective evaluation of evidence on hand, to
assess its reasonableness, its factualness,
and its potential usefulness.
Deviating from this approach to truth
in any aspect of my life (including
religious thought) would lead me down

on a wooden swing hooked to a tree
bough and contemplated the land. They
would spend the late afternoon on the
hill, a lot of times without really speaking, simply thinking about how the house
would look, about the direction it would
face, and about how they would spend
their lives in it together. Madame wishes
we all enjoyed such quiet times in the
pleasant company of each other.
Superintendent Grant Pearson's problems weren't so much communications
(he obviously tried to keep up with that)
as they were the inevitability of things
falling apart. He wrote from Mount
McKinley NP on January 22, 1952: "Will
try to meet estimate deadline, however all
light plants broken down. Mechanic ill
and resigning. Have water shortage due
to severe weather and cannot pump.
Shipment of generator repairs delayed
and not expected for another ten days.
Hauling coal and fuel oil. Four employees
ill last week. Have loan of small portable
light plant from Air Force which meets
our minimum needs. We will make out
but this information being forwarded to
point up some of our operating difficulties." Madame wouldn't want to have
been in his shoes.
Ta-ta and happy communicating.

disturbing, even frightening paths. I love
the words of Edward Abbey:
As any honest magician knows, true
magic inheres in the ordinary, the
commonplace, the everyday, the
mystery of the obvious. Only petty
minds and trivial souls yearn for the
supernatural events, incapable of
perceiving that everything—everything!—within and around them is
pure miracle.
So, I remain a skeptic.
—Rock Comstock
(ret.) Chief of Interpretation, NCR
To the Editor:
As a hidebound historian trained in
traditional historical methodology, I
responded initially to the October
Courier's psychic theme with skepticism.
I was unprepared to admit that "moments
of high emotional intensity can leave
their imprint on objects long after their
human users are gone," as stated in Don
Rickey's article.
But if the official publication of a
respected bureau of the United States
Government is willing to accept and
broadcast such assertions, who am I to
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oppose this exciting movement with such
profound implications for our research
activities? To show my change of heart, I
wish to propose creation of a Division of
Psychic Phenomena in W A S O and
equivalent organizational units in the
regions and service centers. These offices
should be able to take over most of the
research now performed so much less efficiently by NPS historians, archeologists,
historical architects, and curators. As
swift psychic insights replace plodding investigations in archives and tedious
analysis of objects and building fabric,
significant cost savings should be realized.
Some of my professional colleagues,
feeling threatened by this new direction,
will doubtless resist it. They and others
may be helped by training courses at
Mather and Albright in parapsychology,
psychometry, and psychic research
techniques. I am sure that the October
Courier will be a valuable reference in this
reeducation effort.
—Barry Mackintosh
Bureau Historian

the trickery of psychics who depend on
an overly credulous public for careers
more lucrative than nightclubs will provide. "Randi" notes that these psychics
frequently escape detection even from
scientists in their laboratories, because
scientists lack training in the magician's
methods of deception.
In view of Director Mott's support of
science in the parks as delineated in his
12-point plan, I doubt that our trained
scientists are in danger of being replaced
by a handful of ouija board-wielding
psychics. Nonetheless, I am concerned.
Carl Sagan recently noted that every major newspaper has a daily astrology column, but few have even a weekly feature
on astronomy. Real science frequently
has trouble competing with the more
dazzling pretenders for the public's attention and appreciation. Therefore, it is imperative that we, who are charged with
caring for our parks and visitors, be very
careful to draw clear lines between fact
and conjecture, between history and
folklore, and between serious science and
psychic entertainment. When these lines
are blurred, the understanding of our
parks, and consequently the parks
themselves, will suffer.

To the Editor:
While the "ghost story" theme of the
October issue of the Courier was in keeping with the season, and your editorial
introduction was very careful to disclaim
any endorsement of ghost stories or
psychic claims, several of the articles
were far less careful (or more credulous),
presenting ghost and "psychic" stories as
fact, either by implication or direct statement. This I found disturbing.
Let me hasten to add that I recognize
ghost stories to be an important part of
our folklore and cultural tradition. As an
interpreter at an historic site, I have no
objection to the careful interpretation of
these traditions. But the interpreter who
presents the ghost (rather than the story)
as the real-world feature of the park does
a disservice to the park, the visitor, and
the N P S .
As for psychics who claim to read the
history of a site through emotional imprints left on associated artifacts—well,
the credulity that was afforded them is an
insult to the trained archeologists and
historians in the NPS. I don't object to
psychics in the entertainment field, but
their work does not stand up to the
standards of scrutiny that are required of
any scientist who expects to be taken
seriously. This doesn't keep them from
being convincing, as their tricks and
methods are difficult to detect. ' T h e
Amazing Randi," a trained magician, has
recently devoted his career to exposing

Jim Rosenstock
National Capital Parks-East

T o the Editor:
We were surprised to read the 13
pages in the Courier devoted to parapsychology in the NPS. We thought these
matters had been settled some time ago,
after the unfortunate little brouhaha in
Salem. Particularly interesting was the
distinction between electronic field ghosts
and the thought-guided type, which,
honestly, we didn't know about.
However, any region still struggling with
ghosts of any kind may now obtain help
at reasonable rates from the Southwest
Region. For a small fee (plus mileage and
per diem, of course), I will send our team
of skilled ghost removers. The team
(which includes some of my scientists,
w h o m I find useful in spite of their
childish habit of insisting on working
with facts) has been so successful that we
offer this solid-rock guarantee, with no
strings: if, after my team does its work,
any legitimate scientific research proves
that you still have ghosts, we'll send the
team back free of charge . . . and I'll eat
my Smokey Bear stetson.

Call for papers
The Appalachian Consortium, The River
Foundation, and the Blue Ridge Parkway
invite abstracts of papers examining the
past, present, and future of parkways in America and around the world. Selected papers will be delivered at the conference on
parkways to be held on September 9 and
10 at the Roanoke, VA, airport Marriott.
Send abstracts to Dr. Barry M. Buxton,
Appalachian Consortium, ASU/University
Hall, Boone, N C 28608 before March 27.
Notification of acceptance or rejection will
be m a d e by April 15. Abstracts should take
the form of a narrative description, doublespaced and limited to a single paper, that also includes the presenter's name, address,
telephone number, and title of paper.
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